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If you didn’t buy bitcoin for 5 cents 
back in 2010…

Then get ready for November 20th.  
12-term U.S. Congressman Ron Paul 
will discuss the future of cryptocurren-
cy and the markets at 8pm ET. 

In short, Dr. Paul will discuss a 
massive crypto story for 2020. 
You’ll see why it could hand you 
the biggest investment gain of 
your life… on a crypto trading for 
less than a penny today.

In this exclusive event, you’ll hear 
about a single new investment that 
could soon be on the tip of everyone’s 
tongue…

Not bitcoin… Libra… or anything 
you’ve ever heard of before.

It’s a radical new crypto that could 
soon disrupt the biggest companies in 
America, and transform the way you 
shop, eat, interact online, and more.

To give you the full story, Congress-
man Paul will join a legend of the 
crypto world who’s made 21 times his 
money in 4 months on Substratum… 
14 times his money in 7 months on 
Litecoin… and dozens more…

They’ll brief you on a world-changing 
new phase in the crypto space that 
could change the way you think of bit-
coin and how you do business, forever.

You can’t afford to miss this event…

It’s a transformation that could make a 

single new cryptocurrency outperform 
gold and the stock market by 50 to 100 
times in the coming months.

And in the process, create an oppor-
tunity the likes of which we haven’t 
seen since the 37,473,900% rise of 
bitcoin.

On November 20th, get ready for a  
behind-the-scenes look at why EV-
ERYTHING YOU KNOW about 
the crypto space is about to radically 
change… And why 2020 could see a 
bigger crypto boom than we’ve ever 
seen before.

This online event is free to watch.

But we anticipate massive demand to 
hear Congressman Paul. If you’re inter-
ested, reserve a spot as soon as possible  
at www.DrRonPaulCryptos.com. 

As you’ll learn on November 20th… 

A crypto that is MUCH, MUCH  
smaller than bitcoin could soon 
make you thousands of percent… 
and fulfill one of the original func-
tions of bitcoin in a way few people 
can imagine is even possible right 
now.

Some experts call it “The Next  
Bitcoin.”  

It’s not a currency in any convention-
al sense. And yet, it will ultimately 
change the way you and millions of 
other Americans do business in dozens 
of different ways.

In fact, it could ultimately spell the end 
of Uber, eBay, PayPal, Airbnb, and  
several other well-known businesses.

Already, this “next bitcoin” is being 
used in over 100 countries… requires 
no trusted third party… and is current-
ly being presented to governments,  
corporations and banks. 

Even better, at today’s prices – about a  
penny – if you invest just $100 into 
the “next bitcoin” and it hits only $50 
a coin, you’d be up more than half a 
million dollars.

That’s why… even if you’re skep-
tical of cryptos… we urge you to 
consider at least a SMALL specula-
tion in this investment right now. 

On November 20th, join Congress-
man Ron Paul for this breaking 
story.

You’ll learn why $100 could hand you 
one of the biggest investment gains of 
your life, no matter where bitcoin goes 
next… and no matter what your  
background.

 

12-Term U.S. Congressman Ron 
Paul Joins Massive Crypto Event 
on Nov. 20th
One new penny crypto could soon become the most talked-about  
investment in America… and create hundreds of surprise millionaires.

For free access to his briefing, detailing the #1 penny crypto to buy now, visit:

www.DrRonPaulCryptos.com

On Nov. 20th, 12-Term 
U.S. Congressman Dr. 
Ron Paul will discuss a 
development that could 
soon become the most 
talked-about story in 
America. Quickly, reserve 
a free spot at  
www.DrRonPaulCryptos.com. 

https://signup.stansberryresearch.com/?cid=MKT434015&eid=MKT434661&encryptedSnaid=&snaid=&step=start&assetId=AST121739
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Here at American Consequences, we’ve 
been watching blockchain technology 

and cryptocurrency for more than two 
years now with equal parts fascination and 
skepticism...

This year, bitcoin has nearly tripled from 
its low. And one man’s name keeps getting 
brought up in conversations at conferences 
and industry events... 

We’ve featured him on the cover of our 
November magazine for good reason. From 
making $1 million from a domain name 
during the dot-com bubble... flying to 9/11 
to help days after the attack... and being on 
the ground floor of the bitcoin-mining frenzy, 
his story is absolutely incredible. 

And if you’re still a crypto novice, fear not... 
we’ll show you how to become a blockchain 
expert in less than four minutes.  

Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke gets this 
month’s issue rolling with a silver-lining 
perspective on why he’s thankful for bad 
politics.

Journalist John Stossel offers a different 
look at Turkey Day and private property 
rights in his Thanksgiving Tragedy.

We can all agree streaming is the future... But 
which service will win? Dr. David Eifrig 
tackles this question in Did This Company 
Just Kill Netflix?  

“Trump was the symptom, not the cause,” 
writes shoeleather journalist Salena Zito in 
her search as to whether Democrats will miss 
middle America again in the 2020 election. 

And economist Stephen Moore thinks it’s 
time we stopped scaring the children with 
climate-change hysteria.   

Then, we’re talking money... 
•  Bitcoin pioneer Charlie Shrem shares his 

tale of unlikely money lessons he learned in 
federal prison

•  Investing writer Kim Iskyan takes on debt-
ridden Argentina this month in his essay 
The Economic Itch the IMF Can’t Stop 
Trying to Scratch

•  And economist Nouriel Roubini examines  
the allure and limits of monetized fiscal deficits.

Haven’t started your holiday shopping? Take a 
look at P.J. O’Rourke’s Gift Idea spread (for 
what not to buy!). 

And don’t miss former presidential candidate 
and congressman Dr. Ron Paul, who has 
a dire warning for you: Is the Mother of All 
Bubbles About to Pop?

Professor of Economics Michael J. Boskin 
dives into what we need to think about when 
Electing America’s Economic Future. 

And for this month’s Final Word, executive 
editor Buck Sexton asks, Will the Never-
Trumpers Get Their Revenge? 

We’ve uploaded a PDF suitable for printing 
to our archive page.

And tell us what you think at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.

Regards,

Steven Longenecker 
Publisher, American Consequences
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ADVERTORIAL 

See his prediction

  LEGENDARY ANALYST

Most people will go their whole lives 
without capturing a 1,000% gain. But one 
man from rural PA may have cracked the 
code.

10 years ago, millionaire early stage investor 
Matt McCall shared some of his first 
recommendations with the public, live on 
air.

The anchors laughed in his face. Yet FIVE 
of the stocks he named that day went on to 
soar over 1,000%.

Since then, McCall has built one of the 
greatest track records in the financial world.

He’s pinpointed over 200 stocks that ALL 
went on to jump 100% or more. Plus 16 
more recommendations that skyrocketed 
over 1,000%.

Today, he’s doing it all over again.

McCall just teamed up with one of the 
biggest names in finance to reveal the name 
and ticker symbol of what he predicts will 
be the best-performing stock for 2020.

He says,

“I’m confident that this is my next big 
winner – and I haven’t felt this way 
since back in 2009. This company is on 
the cutting-edge of one of the greatest 
technological advancements of the 21st 
century. You can’t afford to ignore this.”

To see McCall’s prediction for yourself, 
simply go here. You’ll get this stock’s name 
and ticker symbol, absolutely free.

PICKS #1  
STOCK  
FOR 2020 

https://orders.stansberryresearch.com/?cid=MKT431894&eid=MKT434319&encryptedSnaid=&snaid=&step=start&assetId=AST120369&page=1
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BAD POLITICS
why I’m thankful for

From Editor in Chief 
P.J. O’Rourke

6 November 2019



 LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

A well-known saying is attributed to 
the Spanish mystic and Carmelite 
nun St. Teresa of Ávila (1515-
1582): “There are more tears shed 

over answered prayers than over unanswered 
prayers.”

Likewise – let us hope to heaven – there are 
more smiles spread by things we had prayed 
would never happen...

And certainly, if we’re people of conscience 
and faith, we prayed that American politics 
wouldn’t become as bad as they are at the 
moment.

But bad politics do have a few good aspects 
(or such is my fervent wish in this otherwise 
politically bleak Thanksgiving season).

First, let us be thankful that, in the matter of 
our domestic politics, we are a bitterly divided 
nation. This sounds like an odd thing to 
say. But highly polarized partisanship about 
internal political issues is, in fact, a kind of 
luxury. It shows that America is blessed with 
not being under grave external threat.

When the U.S. is under grave external threat, 
Americans unite in a jiffy – the way we did 
after Pearl Harbor or 9/11. This unity is an 
awesome thing to behold. Also, it’s a “shock 
and awesome” thing to behold if you’re an 
enemy of America. If you’re someone who’s 
caused this grave external threat, we’re going 
to come and get you whether you’re in Berlin, 
Tokyo, Abbottabad, or a hole in the ground 
in Idlib, Syria.

But when America is not under grave external 
threat, we Americans get to go back to 
indulging ourselves – in a wild extravagance 
of bickering with each other, the way we’ve 
been doing since 1776.

Of course, this internal political strife can get 
out of hand... It did during the Civil War. 
However, as heated as America’s arguments 
may be at the moment, 2019 is not 1861. 
Fort Sumter is not taking any incoming fire. 
Our political battles are all smoke and no 
lethal fire. Except among a few fringe lunatics, 
our weapons are just TV shows and other such 
media pie fights. And the projectiles don’t land 
with deadly effect – they land with a stupid 
splat like Rachel Maddow and Sean Hannity.

A second thing to be thankful for is that bad 
politics are a healthy reminder that politics 
are bad. Actually, being a “good” politician 
specifically requires committing every single 
one of the Seven Deadly Sins.

American Consequences 7

“Let us be thankful that, in the 
matter of our domestic politics, 
we are a bitterly divided nation. 
This sounds like an odd thing 
to say. But highly polarized 

partisanship about internal political 
issues is, in fact, a kind of luxury.


CLICK 
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VERSION
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Biden is angry – although we sometimes have 
to wait a moment for him to remember what 
he’s angry about.

Greed, Gluttony, and Lust play vital roles 
in politics. And I’m not referring to money, 
food, and rolls in the hay. Although with 
corruption, $1,000-a-plate campaign fund-
raising dinners, and #MeToo stalking the halls 
of power, those transgressions do abound. 
But the true mortal sin of politics is greed, 
gluttony, and lust for power. The avaricious, 
the voracious, and the horny may be forgiven, 
but people whose deepest desire is to bend 
others to their will and lord it over mankind 
go to hell.

And let us not forget Sloth. Politics might 
seem to be a busy and active profession 
with laziness rare among politicians. But 
politicians sure can be indolent, idle do-
nothings when it comes to answering the 
needs of the American people. To give just 
one sinful example: The 15th Amendment to 
the Constitution was ratified on February 3, 
1870.

Section 1. The right of citizens of the United 
States to vote shall not be denied or abridged 
by the United States or by any State on 
account of race, color, or previous condition 
of servitude.

Section 2. The Congress shall have power to 
enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

Then came 95 years of Jim Crow state and 
local lawmaking until the Voting Rights Act 
of 1965 was passed.

And lastly, let us give thanks that our bad 
politics provide our terrible politicians with 

Pride is foremost, of course. What kind 
of too-big-for-your-britches swell-head 
grandstander has the sheer damn conceit to 
flash the brass and come right out and claim 
that he or she ought to be president of the 
United States? It’s a nearly impossible job, and 
anyone who doesn’t admit that is unqualified 
for the position. The only kind of people we 
should want to be president are the kind of 
people we’d have to drag, kicking and cursing, 
into the Oval Office. (Anybody know where 
Clint Eastwood hangs out?)

Envy is pride’s inevitable twin. Even the 
most successful politician is always envious 
of someone whose britches are further 
split at the seams, whose head has a more 
pronounced case of mumps above the ears, 
whose bleachers are jammed with a larger 
crowd of jerkwad fans. Hillary Clinton’s green 
glow of envy still shines so brightly that you 
can use it at midnight to read newspaper 
stories about Donald Trump from across the 
street from her house in Chappaqua.

Wrath is the defining emotion of politics 
today. All the presidential front-runners are 
furious... Trump’s angry... Warren’s angry... 
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“Hillary Clinton’s green glow of envy 
still shines so brightly that you 
can use it to read newspaper 
stories about Donald Trump at 

midnight from across the street 
from her house in Chappaqua.
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something relatively harmless to do. They’re 
spending most of their time these days 
campaigning on their godawful political 
platforms. This keeps them away from the 
rest of us in remote places like Iowa, New 
Hampshire, and the Twittersphere where 
they’re out of our hair. It could be worse... 
They could be engaged in ordinary day-to-day 
life nearby.

For example, if Joe Biden weren’t being driven 
from place to place on the campaign trail, he 
might be driving his own car in typical elderly 
fashion... at 15 mph and going the wrong way 
down a one-way street while leaving his turn 
signal on for half an hour.

And however you feel about Donald Trump, 
you can be thankful that he’s too busy these 
days for much real estate development. Trump 
Taj Mahal, Trump Plaza Hotel, and Trump 
Entertainment Resorts all went bankrupt.

Speaking of which, Elizabeth Warren’s 
specialty as a law school professor was 
bankruptcy law. If she were in private 
practice, she might be working for Google 
or Amazon or Microsoft... and Google or 
Amazon or Microsoft would be bankrupt.

Which South Bend, Indiana, might as well 
be, with a poverty rate of 25.4% compared to 
the national average of 12.3%. Plus, the city’s 
violent crime rate is 157% higher than the 
nation’s. Whatever Pete Buttigieg was doing 
as South Bend’s mayor, South Bend residents 
must be thankful that he’s off trying to do it 
to Iowans.

Let us all bow our head in thanks for bad 
politics.

Your DIRECT LINE  
to Wall Street
Receive up-to-
the-minute news, 
market research, and 
expert commentary 
that typically costs 
$50,000 a year, 
and requires a net 
worth of at least $1 
million…100% FREE.

CLICK TO SIGN UP

M O R E  R E V I E W S :
Best Investment Podcast Is Back! - HHHHH

I’ve enjoyed every episode to date - HHHHH

Must listen if you invest in the U.S. - HHHHH

One of the best podcasts available - HHHHH

Great Investing Show - HHHHH

P O D C A S T

“ Practical. Insightful. 
Helpful. Educational. 
Can’t ask for much 
more.” HHHHH
–GAMECOCKS44

CLICK TO LISTEN

https://stansberrynewswire.com/?source=AMCNovemberNewswire
https://investorhour.com/?source=AMCNovemberInvestorRadio
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Re: Our Newest Readers 
Weigh In
I am new to American Consequences but like 

what I’ve seen so far. – Roger R.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Roger, we like what 
we’ve seen of you so far, too! And we hope we 
do our job in a way that means we’ll see a lot 
more of you.

Thank You Gentlemen for your wise and 

sound perspective on these important 

events! – Bob P.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: We do our best to keep 
things in perspective. But it can be tough in 
a world (both political and economic) where 
too many people insist on seeing things in a 
one-dimensional way.

Thank you for the insight and all objective 

views. Humble and grateful. – Charles W.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Charles, we’re proud 
and grateful to have you as a reader, so leave 
the humility to us (we could probably use 
some).

Thanks for your newsletter. I don’t believe 

that a lot of moderate/conservative outlets, 

as well as the old guard, artifact Republican 

politicians, and the general population, 

fully comprehend is the threat of the 

collectivization of the left. – Tony C.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: You’re welcome, Tony. 

We hope we do comprehend the threat of 
collectivization. But we also try to keep in 
mind that collectivization can come from the 
right wing of the political spectrum too – as it 
did with 20th century European fascism.

At 81 years of age, I have “seen it all”! I’m 

now impressed with a source that appears 

to be realistic about the results of current 

politics. Our nation needs this. Good work, 

American Consequences! – Audie D.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Audie, it’s always good 
to hear from a grown-up (which I still define 
as “someone older than me,” and you’ve got 
me beat by nine years). Compliments from 
those who’ve seen it all mean a lot to us.

Re: We’re Seeing Cracks in 
the Economy
Debt binge? I used to joke that a nice dinner 

for two – cooking it at home – cost $50. It's 

now about $100. Then there’s healthcare, 

car payments, auto insurance, mortgage 

or rent, and upkeep if you own a house. 

One has to use a credit card to bridge the 

gap. Or have any kind of a life. My salary 

has remained the same since 2008... this 

year I actually and finally got a small raise, 

and I am a healthcare provider! So It’s 

unimaginable to me how those making half 

my salary live. Yes we are headed to a scary 

reckoning, no one I know is spending money 

on frivolous things. – Martine K.

10 November 2019
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FROM OUR INBOX
Steven Longenecker 

comment: That’s a bit 
pricier than the home-
cooked meals I make... 
We’re partial to a simple 
roasted chicken and a 
few vegetables on the 
side.

But you’re right, Martine, 
that prices have been climbing. 
Inflation stats from the Federal 
Reserve put prices at least 20% 
higher in the past decade. 
But remember, that’s right 
at the 2% inflation that the 
Fed targets. So most folks in 
Washington, D.C. actually 
believe that this system of 
inflation and debt is working 
exactly the way it should.

I think one real thing to take 

action on is our run-away 

national debt. When was 

it ever OK to spend what 

you don’t have to begin 

with? We also have a looming 

private/personal debt crisis in 

this country. – Mark E.

Steven Longenecker comment: 

You’re absolutely right, Mark. 
And what’s worse, within the 
next 10 years, two things alone 
will eat up ALL government 
revenues: entitlements and the 
interest on the national debt. 

And we are on the hook – one way 
or another.

Student loans keep getting larger... 
and can never be discharged in 
bankruptcy. Hospital bills are 
soaring... funded by payment 
plans and harassment from 
collectors. Credit-card debt, 
mortgage debt, personal debt – 
all are rising.

For politicians, this desperation is 
an opportunity to win an election 

by “doubling down” and 
making bigger and bigger 
promises that they can’t pay 
for... and will only make 
these problems worse. For 
example – free college and 
the outright forgiveness of 
$1.5 trillion in student loans, 
free money via a “universal 
basic income,” or free health 
care via “Medicare for All.”

But it will be an 
unrecoverable disaster for 
most Americans. However, 
we did recently read with 
interest a presentation about 
America’s huge wealth 
shift... and perhaps the end 
of American capitalism 
as we know it. If you’re 
interested in reading it too, 
click here.

CHECK OUT  
OUR ONLINE 
ARCHIVE OF  
PAST ISSUES.
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https://orders.cloudsna.com/?cid=MKT421756&eid=MKT424900&step=start&plcid=PLC057841
https://americanconsequences.com/archive/
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Re: An Unflinching Look at 
Elizabeth Warren’s Campaign 
Platform
Thanks for your piece on Elizabeth Warren. 

The chuckles it inspired, however, failed to 

dispel an increasing sense of impending 

doom. Honestly, are our choices really 

(a) Warren (b) Biden, who clearly by now 

should be relaxing in Florida with his “record 

player,” and (c) Trump? Talk about picking 

your poison!

Perhaps mine is an idle question, because 

I happen to live on the Upper West Side, 

where, let’s face it, even a dog turd labeled 

(D) could beat Trump next November, just 

as there are plenty of places in America 

that are Planet Manhattan’s mirror 

opposites, places where people sport 

“better Russian than Democrat” T-shirts (a 

choice nonexistent in Russia itself, where in 

“elections” the Boss wins 107% of the vote in 

some districts, and even 124% of the vote in 

others, and where those who dare express 

their displeasure with the Shirtless One risk 

being clubbed by Cossacks – or worse).

But seriously, what’s your realistic advice 

not just to your readers, but more broadly 

to the millions (there used to be millions 

of us, at any rate) of normal non-extremist, 

broadly moderate to center-right Americans, 

and especially those lucky enough to live 

in places where their votes actually matter 

and the outcome of the election is not a 

foregone conclusion? What on earth should 

we do should we do if we just can’t stand 

Warren, can see that Uncle Joe forgot to 

take his Geritol, and yet by now have simply 

had enough, and way more than enough, 

dammit, of our “extremely stable genius,” 

that font of “great and unmatched wisdom” 

who, in between tweeting, binge-watching 

TV, playing golf, selling out our allies and 

sucking up to our enemies (as long as they 

flatter him), seems to be running these 

“United Sheish” (sheesh indeed!) exactly as 

he ran his casinos?

No, seriously, what the hell do we do? No fair 

urging us to emigrate! – Julian L.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Damn good question, 
Julian. And thank you for your witty and 
wise letter. You and I agree about the present 
political situation. I guess the only advice I 
would have is for us to keep in mind that as 
normal non-extremist Democrat Tip O’Neill 
said, “All politics is local.” There may not be 
much we can do about the dearth of political 
leadership at the top of the ballot. But there 
are plenty of broadly moderate to center-
right Americans running for local offices. We 
should pay attention to them and support 
their campaigns and hope that they, as they 
climb the political ladder, will show us the 
way to a more sensible future.

You wrote: “Warren thinks we can improve 

our economy by returning personal and 

corporate income taxes to Clinton-era 

levels. Are higher taxes good for the 

economy? U.S. per capita GDP, adjusted 

for inflation: $44,314 in 1998, $57,821 now. 

Question answered.”

NOT! Using a totally irrelevant factoid to 

support the old right wing talking point that 
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higher taxes destroy economic growth. How 

was the economy during the Eisenhower 

administration? In a word Great. There are 

many examples of strong economies with 

higher income tax rates than ours at present 

(including ours). Can tax cuts be a useful 

boost to the economy? Sometimes yes, 

especially if you focus the cuts at the low 

end of the income scale. If poor people get 

more money, they spend it, because they 

have to. It’s spending that really boosts 

the economy, not rich people stuffing their 

portfolios with tax savings.- Zane

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Dear Zane, I doubt you 
and I are on the same page politically, but we 
do agree on one thing: Cut taxes on the poor. 
I’d start with the most regressive taxes, such as 
the sales tax and the excise taxes on tobacco 
and alcohol that make the few pleasures 
the poor are able to afford unaffordable. 
But I think you should realize that “stuffing 
portfolios” is also a form of spending. What 
rich people are spending their money on is 
a pool of resources – “capital” – that will be 
available for debt and equity investment in 
the free market and that investment creates 
both jobs for poorer people and cheaper and 
more easily available goods and services for 
those poorer people to buy. The portfolios may 
be stuffed for selfish reasons, but the stuffing 
benefits everybody. One reason to keep this 
money out of the hands of government (by 
means of lower taxes) is that government has 
a long, long record of allocating capital much 
less efficiently than the free market does. When 
portfolios are badly stuffed (full of government 
pork-barrel funding), everybody is harmed.

Re: Stop Scaring the Children 
on the Climate
I’m about to turn 60 and I think we have 

been totally irresponsible in our handling of 

so many issues and to expect our children to 

fix it determines what history will say is that 

we are a me me me generation of narcissists 

and self-serving people... I’m proud of Greta 

and all teachers who are speaking up. How 

about blaming yourself for the situation and 

they have to speak upon the first place...  

– Pamela M.

Steven Longenecker comment: Pamela, 
we wouldn’t think of arguing that the 
government hasn’t been irresponsible. That’s 
what the government does. But claims that 
politicians have “stolen my dreams and my 
childhood,” as Greta Thunberg put it, are a 
tantrum thrown by a teenager.

The world isn’t going to end in 8.5 years... 10 
years... or 12 years. And no politician is ever 
going to fix the climate.

But the good news is that just as the world 
has improved in the past 100 years, the world 
will continue to improve in the next 100. 
Thank each new generation of inventors, 
entrepreneurs, and investors for that... not 
backward-looking governments or activists.

Anyone who has actually read enough of 

the science to qualify as having an informed 

opinion knows perfectly well that the alleged 

“doomsday” dates being bandied about are 

potential tipping point dates, not end-of-world 

dates. Some histrionic young millennials may 

well be confusing the two, but in general, 

the climate “doomsday” clock is not actually 

a thing. Calling it a doomsday clock in order 
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to dismiss it is a deliberately exaggerated 

untruth, a red herring, a misleading semantic 

argument, an ad hominem “Greta’s a 

snowflake” attack dishonestly put out as 

an excuse to ignore global warming in 

general and possible industrial involvement 

specifically. – William W.

Steven Longenecker comment: William, your 
full e-mail was arguing in good faith and 
we appreciate it. But we do have to note 
that the quasi-official Doomsday Clock, 
maintained by the nonprofit Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists, does adjust its “minutes to 
midnight” based on climate change – among 
other clearly apocalyptical threats like all-
out nuclear war. And they are not shy about 
big claims about how close the world is to 
disaster.

I’ve read lots of literature on both sides on 

all cases. Both sides have quacks, and both 

sides have people with decent facts and 

positions. But like statistics, facts can be 

spun to prove your point no matter which 

side you are on. Bottom line: stop telling me 

what to think and what to do. Let me live my 

life my way, and leave me the hell alone.  

– Eric M.

Steven Longenecker comment: We couldn’t 
agree more, Eric. As Ronald Reagan said 
in 1986: “The nine most terrifying words 
in the English language are: I’m from the 
government, and I’m here to help.”

It seems to me that most alarmists too often 

end up seeking power and money more than 

actually solving anything. – Bart H.

Steven Longenecker comment: Bart, you 
understand our point well. The hullabaloo on 
the urgency of governmental action – whether 
that’s a carbon tax, banning plastic straws, or 
a full-fledged Green New Deal – isn’t about 
helping the environment. It’s about money, 
power, and fear.

As P.J. put it some years ago: “Everybody 
wants to save the Earth; nobody wants to help 
Mom do the dishes.” Case in point, this story 
from earlier this month: Climate-change 
confessions of an energy reporter.

Re: P.J.’s Top 15 Tips for 
Saving Energy and Protecting 
the Environment
At first I thought he was nuts, then I 

understood the satire. Keep it up P.J. You 

understand America a lot better than most. 

– Beth Anne G.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Thanks, Beth Anne! 
But let us note that “nuts” and “satirist” are 
not mutually exclusive categories.

What if the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) and the Endangered Species 

Act (ESA) existed during the time of 

dinosaurs and succeeded at preventing 

their extinction? Massive beasts would be 

with us today, thus thwarting the course of 

nature, that same nature that eliminated 

these prehistoric species before the advent 

of humans. Therefore, the purpose of 
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government and environmental laws are 

to subvert nature in the name of saving it. 

“I’ve abandoned free market principles to 

save the free market system,” (George Bush, 

December, 2008). And this is how we got $23 

TRILLION in debt; government is in charge. 

– Bill W.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Yow, Bill! Dinosaurs in 
my backyard! Scary! I like to think of myself 
as a conservationist, but I’ve got my limits. So 
I take your point, especially if those dinosaurs 
are leaving $23 trillion worth of dinosaur 
poop on my lawn.

Re: Bears
For bear advice, go read Ben Kilham’s books. 

He is a bear expert, raises orphan cubs, 

instructed the Chinese in how to better raise 

pandas and writes very interesting books. 

Your advice is inadequate and, in part, 

wrong. If you are going to publish advice 

regarding bears, get the best information 

first, please.

I had a close encounter with a black bear 

in NH. By staying calm, circling way around 

it, waiting ‘til it climbed a tree to advance, 

all was uneventful. Granted, brown bears 

present more of a challenge. Shooting as a 

solution seems biophobic. – Alexandra M.

Steven Longenecker comment: Thanks for the 
recommendations, Alexandra. But to be clear, 
the shoot-first potential solution is only good 
for five days here in Maryland. For the rest of 
the year, we’re perfectly happy giving way to a 
black bear. And we avoid grizzlies as much as 
we can while in Canada or Alaska.

Re: Will the ‘Never-
Trumpers’ Get Their 
Revenge?
I enjoy the content of American 

Consequences and I am supportive of most 

of the conservative agenda. The left and its 

media allies are only too willing to demonize 

us for political gain. But fighting fire with 

fire only builds a bigger fire. Conservatives 

need to quietly educate people about how 

the left has sold them out for their vote for 

generations. We need to lead by example, 

not by brashness and ego. We need to 

support people who are constructive about 

America’s political problems, and supportive 

of our allies in a dangerous world. Donald 

Trump is not that person. – Tim D.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Dear Tim, I’m sad 
to say I agree with you. I wish I thought 
President Trump was just a guy with a big 
mouth whose heart was in the right place. 
But his egotism and his impulsiveness worry 
me. Also – and I’m not sad to say this – I 
think one’s political opponents should be 
treated with respect. I want to convince 
liberals that their liberalism doesn’t have the 
liberal effects that they hope for. I don’t want 
to convict liberals for being liberal. If I’m 
going to be convincing, I have to be listened 
to. And, though it may seem paradoxical to 
the president, the louder you shout, the less 
anybody listens.

Buck Sexton comment: Tim, I appreciate 
your thoughtful response. That said, I must 
respectfully disagree. You either stand up 
to bullies or get bullied. You fight back 
against an attacker or you get victimized. 
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his Thanksgiving, as you celebrate 
the meal the Pilgrims ate with 

Indians, pause a moment to thank 
private property.

I know that seems weird, but before that first 
Thanksgiving, the Pilgrims nearly starved 
to death because they didn’t respect private 
property.

When they first arrived in Massachusetts, 
they acted like Bernie Sanders wants us to 
act. They farmed “collectively.” Pilgrims said, 
“We’ll grow food together and divide the 
harvest equally.”

Bad idea. Economists call this the “tragedy 
of the commons.” When everyone works 
“together,” some people don’t work very hard.

Likewise, when the crops were ready to 
eat, some grabbed extra food — sometimes 
picking corn at night, before it was fully 
ready. Teenagers were especially lazy and 
likely to steal the commune’s crops.

Pilgrims almost starved. Governor Bradford 
wrote in his diary, “So they began to think 
how they might raise as much corn as they 
could ... that they might not still thus 
languish in misery.”

His answer: He divided the commune into 
parcels and assigned each Pilgrim his own 

property, or as Bradford put it, “set corn every 
man for his own particular. ... Assigned every 
family a parcel of land.”

That simple change brought the Pilgrims so 
much plenty that they could share food with 
Indians. Bradford wrote that it “made all 
hands very industrious, so as much more corn 
was planted than otherwise would have been.”

We see this principle at work all around us 
today. America is prosperous because private 
property is mostly respected, and people work 
hard to protect what they own. China rose 
out of poverty only when the Communist 
rulers finally allowed people to own property 
and keep profits from it.

But wait, you say, didn’t the Native Americans 
live communally? Isn’t that proof that 
socialism and collective property work?

No. It’s a myth that the Native Americans had 
no property rules. They had property — and 
European settlers should have treated those 
rules with respect.

Native American property rules varied. 
There wasn’t much point trying to establish 
private property in rocky hinterlands where 
no one traveled. But, writes Terry Anderson 
of the Property and Environment Research 
Center, “Private garden plots were common 
in the East, as were large community fields 
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No group in America has 
been more “helped” and 
“managed” by the federal 
government than Indians. 
Because of that, no group 
has done worse.

with plots assigned to individual families. 
Harvesting on each plot was done by the 
owning family, with the bounty stored in the 
family’s own storehouse.”

Today, however, many American Indians live 
in poverty. It’s not because Native Americans 
are lazy or irresponsible. When Indians are 
allowed to own their own land, they prosper. 
The laws of economics are the same for all 
people.

I asked Manny Jules, chief of the Kamloops 
Indian Band for 16 years, why so many 
Indians are poor.

“Nobody chooses poverty,” he said. “We’ve 
been legislated out of the economy by the 
federal governments, both in the United 
States and Canada.”

That sounds odd to people who know how 
much money governments spend to “care for” 
Indians.

“Well, by taking care of us, that means 
providing social welfare programs,” says Jules. 
“The only way to break the cycle of poverty 
(is) real property rights.”

The U.S. government, after killing thousands 
of Native Americans and restricting others to 
reservations, gave tribal governments control 

over Indians’ lives, in collaboration with the 
government’s Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Since then, no group in America has been 
more “helped” and “managed” by the federal 
government than Indians. Because of that, no 
group has done worse.

Homes on reservations are likely to lack 
electricity and indoor plumbing. There 
is serious alcoholism and drug abuse. A 
staggering number of American Indians are 
unemployed. Many commit suicide.

Jules says not being able to own your own 
land is part of the problem. “You can’t 
borrow. You can’t get a mortgage. You can’t 
be bonded. There’s nothing that you can 
have that’ll allow you to be able to go to the 
bank on your own without the (government) 
minister co-signing that loan.”

Tribal governments function about as badly as 
governments run by white people. They waste 
money, mismanage valuable resources, and 
give sweetheart deals to crony businesses.

If we want to give people — all people — 
reason to celebrate this Thanksgiving, give 
them the proven formula for prosperity. Get 
government out of the way and respect every 
individual’s property rights.

© Creators Syndicate, Inc.

John Stossel is an award-winning 
contrarian journalist and most recently 
the author of No They Can't! Why 
Government Fails – But Individuals 
Succeed.
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He grew tired of all the meetings… The 
$150 lunches… 

And despised the constant pressure to sell.  
Today, he’s built a new life on a quiet seclud-
ed Florida beach, where he surfs…

Studies music… 

…and builds guitars from scratch.  

But even after all these years, this former 
hedge fund trader still gets up before dawn to 
keep a close eye on the financial markets.  

His name is Dr. Steve Sjuggerud.  

And he has an urgent warning to share with 
you about a Wall Street panic few see  
coming… 

Dr. Sjuggerud has identified a strange pattern 
that has played out a few times in history – 
in America and all around the world -- that 
has led some of the biggest market distur-
bances ever.  

In fact, he says:

“It’s eerily similar to the events that foretold 
the end of the DotCom boom in 2000… 
and has historically happened immediately 
before some of the biggest market distur-
bances the world has ever seen.” 

Dr. Sjuggerud has put together a shocking 
video that outlines the exact pattern he’s 
noticed… 

And shows why main street investors could 
get swept up in what he calls:

 “A mania the likes of which we haven’t seen 
in nearly two decades.”  

It’s Been  
Almost 20 Years

ADVERTORIAL 

Since he walked away from Wall Street 

�See what he’s discovered – and 
find out what it means for you.  
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But the gap between Netflix and 
everyone else has been shrinking.

Then you have a host of other streaming 
services like Apple TV+, Showtime, HBO 
Max, DirectTV Now, and CBS All Access. 
And every network that has been taking 
a beating because of the cord-cutting 
movement is planning to come out with its 
own streaming service.

So which streaming service has the best shot 
to win over the next few years?

It turns out there doesn’t need to be one 
winner... According to Deloitte’s annual 

Take the music industry – it has entirely 
shifted to streaming. CDs and iPods are 
irrelevant. How about the video industry? 
DVDs and DVD players are now things of 
the past.

Betting on innovative streaming companies 
should pay off down the road.

But which streaming service will win?

If you have the foresight to answer that 
question, you’ll make a lot of money.

Ten years ago, if your answer was Netflix 
(NFLX), you’d be sitting on a small fortune 
today... If you bought Netflix’s stock in 
November 2009, you’d be up about 3,500%.

Netflix changed the game with its original 
content, vast library of shows and movies, and 
simplicity. It’s the clear leader in the video-
streaming space right now, with nearly 160 
million subscribers globally.

But the gap between Netflix and everyone else 
has been shrinking.

Amazon (AMZN) is becoming a contender 
with its Prime Video streaming service. 
If you’re an Amazon Prime member, you 

automatically get Prime Video, giving it a 
huge advantage since the online monolith 
has more than 100 million Prime members. 
Original shows like Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan 
and Carnival Row have been well-received by 
fans. 

And Hulu has about 30 million subscribers. 
Although Hulu is a fraction of Netflix’s size, 
it grew nearly 50% last year. With hit original 
shows like Shrill and The Handmaid’s Tale, 
Hulu is becoming a formidable foe.

One thing is certain... 
Streaming is the future.

https://americanconsequences.com/did-this-company-just-kill-netflix/
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Think about how many die-hard 
Star Wars and Marvel fans there 

are. If you think they’re not 
going to pony up for Disney+, 

you’re crazy.

the top streaming services because of its deep 
treasure trove of content. The company has 
so much beloved content and can use its 
characters and stories to churn out hit original 
shows and movies for years to come... There’s 
the Star Wars franchise, Marvel, Pixar, and of 
course all of its iconic cartoon characters.

Think about how many die-hard Star Wars and 
Marvel fans there are. If you think they’re not 
going to pony up for Disney+, you’re crazy.

Disney+ will be for everyone. Children, sci-
fi fans, action fans, and even those strange 
High School Musical fans will want to buy 
a subscription. And the price of Disney+ is 
between $6 and $7 a month – about half the 
cost of a standard Netflix plan. That makes it 
a no-brainer to purchase.

Disney+ has around 7,000 TV episodes  and 
400 to 500 movies. Compared with Netflix, 
that’s still not very big.

According to research firm Ampere Analysis, 
the TV shows on Disney+ only amount to 
about 16% of what Netflix offers. And the 
movie library will be roughly eight times 
smaller than Netflix’s.

Don’t let that stat fool you, though... For 
Disney+, it’s all about quality.

Disney having its own streaming service 
also means it’s going to pull its content from 
other services like Netflix. Marvel’s new 

Digital Media Trends survey, the average U.S. 
consumer subscribes to three video-streaming 
services.

But a streaming service needs to do one 
critical thing to attract customers. Each 
company needs to convince potential 
customers to download another app and sign 
up for another monthly charge. Subscribers 
aren’t going to do that to get access to just one 
or two shows... or even five shows.

These streaming companies need a huge 
catalog of high-quality content to attract 
new customers. The customer must need 
those shows and movies, not just be slightly 
interested in watching them.

To have such a huge catalog, a business needs 
billions of dollars to either produce shows 
or buy the rights to them. And to get those 
billions, it helps if that company already has a 
lot of customers.

Video-streaming is a tough business. It’s hard 
to bet against Netflix, given its strong position 
already. And it’s hard to bet against Amazon 
in just about any business it enters.

Yet we think one other streaming service has 
the power to capture millions of customers. It 
comes from a world-class company that has 
the content and size to take on both Netflix 
and Amazon.

GETTING INTO THE GAME
Media giant Disney (DIS) didn't used to be 
known as a streaming company... but it is 
now. It launched Disney+ on November 12.

Disney+ instantly became a competitor to 

NETFLIX
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Captain Marvel movie will be the first movie 
to stream exclusively on Disney+. And of 
course, Disney officially closed its $71 billion 
acquisition of the major entertainment assets 
of 21st Century Fox. That means Disney 
will have access to popular franchises like the 
X-Men, the Fantastic Four, and Avatar.

The acquisition is going to make Disney’s 
star-loaded bench even deeper.

If history dictates how 
Disney will use Fox’s 
content, then this 
acquisition makes a ton of 
sense. To the right are the 
top-10 grossing movies of 
all time, which Disney’s 
studios dominate.

Morgan Stanley projects 
that by the end of 2020, 
Disney+ could have 13 
million subscribers. And 
the company could have 
50 million streaming 
subscribers when 
accounting for its other 
services like Hulu and 
ESPN+. Morgan Stanley 
also projects that Disney+ could have more 
than 130 million subscribers by 2024.

We think that’s too conservative. 

Disney+ will shatter those expectations.

Netflix introduced its streaming service in 
2007. It had about 7.5 million subscribers 
(including DVD subscribers). But Netflix 
didn’t really burst onto the scene until a 
couple years later.

In 2013, the company premiered its first 
Netflix-produced show, the political drama 
House of Cards. Then it began raking in 
subscribers with original content like Orange 
Is the New Black and Stranger Things.

Netflix had about 40 million paying 
subscribers in 2013.

Disney+ is only projected to have 13 million 
subscribers by the end of next year (with 

other estimates only a few 
million higher). This is 
for a service that costs less 
than Netflix – only $6.99 a 
month – and with arguably 
more desirable original 
content than Netflix.

Plus, folks are primed to 
pay for digital streaming 
services. Netflix was the 
“first mover” in streaming 
TV and movies. But now 
Disney doesn’t have to 
build a new industry from 
scratch. And just recently, 
it teamed up with Verizon 
Communications (VZ) 

to offer some its customers one free year of 
Disney+. That alone will bring in millions of 
users. 

The Disney+ subscriber estimates out there 
are far too conservative. Low expectations 
mean the stock should do well after investors 
see how many folks subscribe to Disney+.

Disney's future firepower is going to be 
incredible... and Disney shareholders have a 
lot to look forward to.

TITLE STUDIO SALES*

Avengers: 
Endgame Disney $2.8

Avatar Fox $2.8

Titanic Paramount $2.2

Star Wars: The 
Force Awakens Disney $2.1

Avengers: 
Infinity War Disney $2.0

Jurassic World Universal $1.7

The Lion King Disney $1.7

The Avengers Disney $1.5

Furious 7 Universal $1.5

Avengers:  
Age of Ultron Disney $1.4

All-Time Box Office Worldwide 
Grossing Movies
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It was never about Trump.  
It was always about their 

communities. Trump was the 
symptom, not the cause.

n the weeks, then months, and now years 
after losing the presidential election in 
2016, Hillary Clinton has repeatedly 
demonstrated in speeches and television 

interviews that she has no idea why she lost. 
She has blamed everything from racism to 
Russia, from the media to sexism, from the 
“deplorables” to stubborn, backward-looking 
nostalgia.

Now she’s out saying Trump’s presidency is 
illegitimate and that she would defeat him 
again.

She has not visibly reflected on the effects 
of her position on guns, her anti-fossil-fuel 
talk, and her open embrace of globalism. She 
seemingly hasn’t considered the political cost 
of living within the bubbles of Washington, 
New York, and Hollywood.

Talk to Democrats today who live outside her 
bubble – those who either volunteered endless 
hours to help elect her or voted for her – and 
they will tell you that Clinton has no idea 
why she lost. Worse, they see their party going 
down the same road that led to her defeat 
four years ago, blaming white resentment... 
as well as Russia, the media, sexism, and 
deplorables.

You don’t have to look any further than 
the sound bites from this past week’s 
Democratic debate or the recent town halls. 
Confiscating guns, banning fracking, hiking 
taxes, providing free health care to illegal 
immigrants, and stamping out religious 
liberty were the promises Democrats made to 
compete for primary votes.

Here is what most of Trump’s critics don’t 
understand about why this new conservative 
populist coalition voted for Trump over 
not just Clinton, but also over 17 very 
qualified, distinguished, mostly establishment 
Republican candidates in the party’s primary 
battle...

It was never about Trump. It was always about 
their communities. Trump was the symptom, 
not the cause.

These voters aren’t going to budge. It’s not 
that everyone who voted for him considers his 
first term a massive success that has improved 
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Democrats and Never-
Trump Republicans won’t 
accept any blame for losing 
the public. Instead, they 
blame the public.

America’s economy and made us safer. It’s that 
Democrats and Never-Trump Republicans 
have done nothing to reflect on why they lost 
to this guy. They’d rather make fun of the 
voters – it is easier and makes for great sport 
on Twitter – than admit their contribution to 
this flee from normalcy.

Successful people, when trying to recover 
from a setback, ask themselves, “Well, what 
did I do wrong to get my job/my life in this 
predicament?”

Democrats and Never-Trump Republicans 
won’t accept any blame for losing the public. 
Instead, they blame the public. They never 
exclaim, “Dear God! They picked him over 
us? Jeez, we’ve got some self-reflection to do.”

Which leads us back to what we’ve seen on 
the debate stage the past few months from 
the Democratic presidential candidates. They 
– with the exception of Amy Klobuchar and 
sometimes Pete Buttigieg – clearly haven’t 
learned why Clinton lost.

Elizabeth Warren certainly hasn’t. The 
national press see her as a safe front-runner, 
largely because they find her a familiar 
character. They know someone in their 

personal or professional lives who is just like 
her: She’s their neighbor, their relative, or 
like someone they were taught by in college. 
Warren’s viewpoints are also familiar in the 
newsroom, to put it gently.

It’s not the same out here.

Democrats have lost the rural areas and 
are unchallenged in the urban areas, said 
Paul Sracic, political science professor at 
Youngstown State University. “Klobuchar 
and Buttigieg seem to understand that raising 
middle-class taxes to pay for health care will 
be a big issue for these voters,” he said of 
the suburban middle-class voters who could 
be available to a Democratic presidential 
nominee.

There’s a healthy amount of middle-class 
suburban voters who are looking for an 
alternative to their current options. It appears 
only two on that stage understood the 
lessons of 2016 and 2018: the senator from 
a Midwest state and the mayor of a Midwest 
city.

The rest seem to be repeating the mistakes of 
the former senator from New York.

© Creators Syndicate, Inc.
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Gloomy stories of the coming apocalypse have 
become commonplace in schools, textbooks, 
churches, movies, and even children’s bedtime 
stories. The Wicked Witch of the West and 
Darth Vader have been replaced by the oil 
corporations and auto company CEOs.

This over-the-top campaign of doom is clearly 
affecting the psyches of the young. We saw an 
example recently when Greta Thunberg, the 
16-year-old Swedish girl, gained international 

STOP SCARING   
THE CHILDREN

By Stephen Moore

publicity by passionately telling a United 
Nations panel: “Entire ecosystems are 
collapsing. We are in the beginning of a mass 
extinction.” She says we have only 8 1/2 years 
left.

This poor girl, who some are saying 
triumphantly is the voice of her generation, 
sounded terribly frightened. Who filled her 
head with these morose beliefs that the end is 
near?

A friend of mine’s third grade daughter came home from school a few weeks 
ago with tears streaming down her cheeks. “My teacher says we only have 10 
years before the oceans rise and we are underwater,” she moaned. “Are we all 
going to die?”

That’s a heavy burden to place on the shoulders of a nine-year-old.

https://americanconsequences.com/stop-scaring-the-children-amc/
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Then there is Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez 
of New York, the 29-year-old voice of the 
millennials in Congress, whose message is that 
the baby boomers have ruined the planet for 
her generation. She says we have 10 years left 
to head off planetary destruction. We have 
apparently returned full circle to the early 
days of humankind when life on Earth was 
described by Hobbes as “nasty, brutish, and 
short.”

The only difference is that even the 
Neanderthals had more than 8 1/2 years of 
survival in front of them.

Of course, there are major challenges for the 
younger generations, as there have been in 
every age since man appeared on the planet. 
My parents had to overcome polio, the Great 
Depression, and Nazi Germany. When I was a 
kid, we had to practice bomb drills in school 
because of fear of Soviets dropping nuclear 
bombs that would wipe out whole cities.

But to fill the young with false fears of “mass 
extinction” and so on is to ignore the true 
state of the planet. It isn’t dying. The young 
should be celebrating what every objective 
measure shows: They are living at the greatest 
moment in the history of the globe.

For those under the age of 30, listen up: You 
will live longer, healthier lives with more 
material wealth than any previous generation. 
You will inherit a world with less poverty, 
less disease, more leisure time, less pollution, 
less discrimination, and more opportunity to 
achieve your dreams and aspirations than any 
other generation – except for your children’s 
and grandchildren’s.

You are not inheriting a severely injured 
planet but one in which a storehouse of 
thousands of years of accumulated human 
knowledge makes you capable of combatting 
almost any conceivable problem or 
catastrophe.

The whole history of modern times is 
for human ingenuity, innovation, and 
technological know-how to combat the 
challenges that mankind confronts. If you 
think global warming is a challenge, thank 
God you don’t have to deal with smallpox, 
typhoid, tuberculosis, polio, or the plague. 
The Black Death in Europe killed about 1 of 
every 4 residents. Now, that is an apocalypse.

What the young lack today is perspective.

AOC thinks she has problems? It wasn’t so 
long ago that as many as 1 in 10 women died 
while giving birth.

I always marvel that the “woe is me” refrain 
from the young today is often recited as they 
tap on their $600 iPhones (charged with the 
electric power they want to do away with) 
and they carry around their caramel lattes 
from Starbucks. I tell my kids that without 

STOP SCARING   
THE CHILDREN

What we do know is that as 
we grow richer and wiser, 
we will be better equipped 
with the resources and the 
brainpower to deal with 
catastrophes than any 
previous generation since 
the dawn of time.
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fossil fuels, they may not have power for their 
computer games. That gives them pause.

As for the trends on toxic air pollution, as 
recently as a century ago, cities from London 
to Pittsburgh to Mexico City to Los Angeles 
were filled with dark and dangerous clouds of 
smog that choked people’s lungs and prevented 
the sun from shining. These pollution levels 
have fallen by 50%, 70%, and even 90%.

Children are now taught that cars are evil 
polluters and that the combustible engine 
needs to be abolished. Really? When Henry 
Ford started rolling his Model Ts off the 
assembly lines 100 years ago, he was heralded 
as the greatest environmental savior in the 
history of the planet. Why? Because cars 
replaced horses – which dropped many tons 
of toxic manure into the city streets. Imagine 
the deplorable conditions of Los Angeles 
today if you had 3 million people riding 
around on horses.

It is sadly ironic that the greens who want 
to save the planet are also the ones who turn 
to the intellectual dead end of socialism and 
statism to fix things.

The young like to cite the “scientific 
consensus” that climate change will be 
catastrophic. Maybe. But 30 years ago, 
scientists warned of overpopulation, food 
shortages, energy scarcity, and even mass 
starvation. All of these scares were combatted 
through innovation and progress.

Bad things happen. Sometime in the coming 
centuries, an asteroid could plunge into 
the planet, some new version of the plague 
could afflict us, or the big earthquake could 

devastate California, causing millions of 
deaths. Who knows?

What we do know is that as we grow richer 
and wiser, we will be better equipped with 
the resources and the brainpower to deal with 
catastrophes than any previous generation 
since the dawn of time.

Our responsibility as parents, teachers, clergy, 
and lawmakers is to teach the children how to 
solve problems effectively, not to preach the 
end of the world.

America’s millennials will inherit from my 
generation some $100 trillion of wealth – 
a bigger treasure chest of knowledge and 
resources than all other preceding generations’ 
combined. How about some gratitude?

If the planet continues to warm and the 
oceans rise, you have the creativity, the 
brainpower, and the tool chest to figure out 
the solution. I don’t know what that will be, 
but I do know that the solution isn’t moving 
us backward in time to the pre-industrial and 
pre-energy age – when life was pretty rotten.

I’m an optimist and a realist. This next 
generation will figure it out. They will save 
the planet from extinction. And the really 
good news is there’s a lot more than 8 1/2 
years to come up with the right solutions.

© Creators Syndicate, Inc.

Stephen Moore is a senior fellow at the 
Heritage Foundation and an economic 
consultant with FreedomWorks. He is 
the co-author of Trumponomics: Inside 
the America First Plan to Revive the 
American Economy.
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Argentina, South America’s second-

largest economy, is an addict. 

And right now, it’s checking itself into rehab... 
yet again.

Argentina isn’t addicted to opioids, Netflix, 
alcohol, or ChapStick... It’s hooked on 
something far worse, the financial equivalent 
of crack cocaine: Debt.

How did Argentina get here? I told you part 
of the story last month. It has a legacy of 
uniquely toxic populist politics, an electorate 
that wants everything for free, and a history 
of irresponsible politicians followed by grown-
ups who try to clean up the mess.

But Argentina didn’t get there alone. As Dr. 
Phil might tell you, an enabler is someone 
who – intentionally or not – prods an 
addict deeper into the hole of dependency. 
Deliberately or not, enablers can make an 
addict’s bad situation much worse.

MEET THE ENABLER
Argentina’s enabler is the Washington, D.C.-
based multinational lender International 
Monetary Fund (“IMF”). With money from 
189 member countries, the IMF is a cross 
between a payday lender and a free candy 
dispensary that’s next to an elementary 
school... only the candy is toxic, and the 
money definitely isn’t free.

According to its website, the IMF’s primary 
purpose is to “ensure the stability of the 
international monetary system.” As part of 
that mandate, it’s been enabling Argentina’s 
debt habit since 1958.

And the IMF has been a great lender – at least 
from the deadbeat borrower’s perspective. 
Argentina has defaulted on some of the 
22 lending arrangements it’s had with the 
IMF. But “most of [them have] ended with 
bitterness on both sides,” says the Financial 
Times. And the IMF, the ever-faithful enabler, 
keeps dealing – most recently with the biggest 

THE ECONOMIC ITCH 
THE IMF CAN’T STOP 

TRYING TO SCRATCH
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One more loan, one more 
bailout, and Argentina will get 

back on track, for good this time... 
really. The enabler acts – and 

lends money – as if it believes 
the addict will change.

track, for good this time... really. The enabler 
acts – and lends money – as if it believes the 
addict will change.

Which brings us to June 2018, when the IMF 
decided that it was a good idea to make its 
biggest loan ever... and to none other than 
Argentina.

A $57 BILLION BAD IDEA
For a few years, Argentina’s rehab seemed 
to be working. The “adult in the room,” 
President Mauricio Macri, had been doing a 
credible job of fixing the mess made by the 
previous government [link to previous piece]. 

By Kim Iskyan

loan in its history, a $57 billion one to 
Argentina.

It’s high-finance dependency. And the 
jobs, savings, and livelihoods of millions of 
Argentines are on the line.

WHAT’S THE IMF’S PROBLEM?
When the IMF isn’t dealing to Argentina, it 
tries to do good (-sounding) things like “foster 
global monetary cooperation, secure financial 
stability, facilitate international trade, 
promote high employment and sustainable 
economic growth, and reduce poverty around 
the world.” The people who work at the IMF 
are some of the sharpest knives in the drawer, 
with fancy degrees with lots of letters from 
the world’s top universities.

Despite that, the IMF has made a lot of 
questionable decisions – particularly about 
Argentina, the economic itch the IMF can’t 
stop trying to scratch. One more loan, one 
more bailout, and Argentina will get back on 
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Macri’s dad – who’d sold Trump a building 
in 1984. (The U.S. is by far the biggest 
contributor to the IMF’s war chest.)

TIME RUNS OUT FOR 
ARGENTINA

But the perfume of the IMF’s cash couldn’t 
cover up the stench of Argentina’s rot for 
long. With the peso continuing to come 
under pressure, the Argentine government 
went back to the IMF a few months later for 
a $7 billion top-off. Argentina’s central bank 
head resigned, maybe because he saw what 
was coming.

A country’s currency is a perpetual 
referendum by investors on the prospects of 
the economy... And the decline of the peso in 
the graph below shows the story.

Argentina was facing withdrawal, to borrow 
Ernest Hemingway’s immortal line about 
bankruptcy, “gradually, then suddenly.” The 
dealer, though, didn’t want it to end... 

In May 2019, the head of the IMF, Christine 
Lagarde, crowed that the Argentine 
government’s policies – implemented as a 
precondition for the IMF’s bailout – were 
“bearing fruit.” “IMF’s reputation [is] on the 

The future looked bright enough that in June 
2017, Argentina was able to sell a 100-year 
bond. “Six defaults in the past century do not 
deter a bet on 2117,” wrote the Economist 
magazine at the time.

But fixing an economy is like building a 
house: If one seemingly little thing is wrong, 
the whole place might collapse, or flood, or 
burn down... all at once.

Macri had been dealt a terrible hand, and by 
some measures he moved too slowly to tackle 
Argentina’s problems, in an effort to appease the 
country’s famously entitled population. Then 
in early 2018, a hurricane blew the roof off, as 
rising global bond yields triggered 
a global market rush out of risky 
emerging markets.

Some of Argentina’s biggest 
challenges were spiraling 
inflation, and wide fiscal- and 
current-account deficits. In the 
playground of international 
finance, Argentina was the fat 
kid wearing taped-up glasses 
who’s practically begging to be beaten up 
– or sold off immediately and brutally, no 
questions asked. So when investors fled for 
safety, Argentina was bullied hard. The peso 
plummeted in the spring of 2018, and a 13 
percentage-point increase in interest rates (to 
a nosebleed 40%) didn’t help.

Running out of options, Macri called his 
dealer... The May 2018 negotiation (if you 
can call it that) with the IMF for a $50 billion 
loan was straightforward. It was all much 
easier thanks to the support of U.S. President 
Donald Trump, who fondly remembered 
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POSTSCRIPT: BLAME, ANYONE?
In 2012, a credit derivatives trader at 
JPMorgan, one of the world’s biggest banks, 
lost $6.3 billion. People exercised bad 
judgment, laws were broken, the bank lost a 
lot of money, and there were consequences 
for the “London Whale” trader... JPMorgan 
paid a fine of $1 billion for violating securities 
laws, CEO Jamie Dimon had his 2012 pay 
cut in half, a U.S. Senate subcommittee 
accused the bank of misleading investors and 
dodging regulators, and some traders faced 
criminal charges.

Needless to say – we’re talking about 
government work here, after all – the 
repercussions of an IMF loan nearly 10 times 
bigger going south in less than two years 
haven’t been quite as severe.

In fact, the person ultimately responsible 
for the loan, IMF head Lagarde, isn’t even 
suffering the blowback... because now she’s 
the head of the European Central Bank. 
That’s right: The top manager who oversaw 
a catastrophically bad loan upon which the 
credibility of the IMF supposedly depended... 
is now head of an institution many times 
bigger, more important, and more powerful 
than the IMF.

That’s a little bit like Jamie Dimon personally 
making the disastrous London Whale trades 
himself, and losing nearly 10 times as much... 
And for his trouble, then being promoted to 
be the Grand Poobah, the King and Master of 
All Banks of America.

Meanwhile, Argentina, and its 44 million 
residents, are going through withdrawal...
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line in Argentina,” warned a Financial Times 
headline in May 2019.

Compared with other countries, Argentina’s 
debt burden – at around a forecast 100% of 
GDP now – isn’t so bad on the surface. But 
unlike the U.S. (debt-to-GDP ratio of 118%) 
or Japan (the world record holder, at 238%), 
Argentina can’t just print money (or sell 
bonds) to pay off its enablers. It needs hard 
currency, which is a lot more difficult to come 
by.

As Argentina’s economy continued to 
stumble, so did Macri’s re-election prospects. 
With inflation at 55%, and one-third of 
the population in poverty, prospects were 
dimming. That Macri called in the IMF – 
an institution about as hated in Argentina 
as Congress, the DMV, and the TSA put 
together in the U.S. – made it all the worse.

Macri lost a preliminary election in August, 
which makes it almost certain he’ll be kicked 
out of the Casa Rosada, Argentina’s White 
(pink, actually) House, in a late October 
election. He’s likely going to be replaced by 
a team that includes vice president Cristina 
Fernández de Kirchner – who, as president 
from 2007 to 2015, created the mess that 
Macri was trying to fix. The IMF, and 
bondholders, will have to negotiate in part 
with her to get its money back.

That will be difficult. In late August, the 
Argentine government announced a “re-
profiling” of its debt... which is default by 
another name. Argentina’s bonds are trading 
at close to the same levels as 2001 – after 
Argentina defaulted in what at the time was 
the biggest sovereign debt blowup in history.
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By Nouriel Roubini

cloud of gloom hovered over the 
International Monetary Fund’s 
annual meeting last month. With 
the global economy experiencing 

a synchronized slowdown, any number of tail 
risks could bring on an outright recession. 
Among other things, investors and economic 
policymakers must worry about a renewed 
escalation in the Sino-American trade and 
technology war. A military conflict between 
the United States and Iran would be felt 
globally. The same could be true of “hard” 
Brexit by the United Kingdom or a collision 
between the IMF and Argentina’s incoming 
Peronist government.

Still, some of these risks could become less 
likely over time. The U.S. and China have 
reached a tentative agreement on a “phase 
one” partial trade deal, and the U.S. has 
suspended tariffs that were due to come into 
effect on October 15. If the negotiations 
continue, damaging tariffs on Chinese 
consumer goods scheduled for December 15 
could also be postponed or suspended. The 
U.S. has also so far refrained from responding 
directly to Iran’s alleged downing of a U.S. 
drone and attack on Saudi oil facilities in 
recent months. U.S. President Donald Trump 
doubtless is aware that a spike in oil prices 
stemming from a military conflict would 
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It is still only a matter of  
time before some shock 

triggers a new recession, 
possibly followed by a 

financial crisis, owing to the 
large build-up of public and 

private debt globally.

Meanwhile, financial markets have been 
reacting positively to the reduction of global 
tail risks and a further easing of monetary 
policy by major central banks, including the 
U.S. Federal Reserve, the European Central 
Bank, and the People’s Bank of China. Yet 
it is still only a matter of time before some 
shock triggers a new recession, possibly 
followed by a financial crisis, owing to the 
large build-up of public and private debt 
globally.

What will policymakers do when that 
happens? 

seriously damage his re-election prospects 
next November.

The United Kingdom and the European 
Union have reached a tentative agreement 
for a “soft” Brexit, and the U.K. Parliament 
has taken steps at least to prevent a no-deal 
departure from the EU. But the saga will 
continue, most likely with another extension 
of the Brexit deadline and a general election 
at some point. Finally, in Argentina, assuming 
that the new government and the IMF 
already recognize that they need each other, 
the threat of mutual assured destruction could 
lead to a compromise.

MONETIZED FISCAL DEFICITS
One increasingly popular view is that they 
will find themselves low on ammunition. 
Budget deficits and public debts are already 
high around the world, and monetary policy 
is reaching its limits. Japan, the eurozone, 
and a few other smaller advanced economies 
already have negative policy rates, and are 
still conducting quantitative and credit 
easing. Even the Fed is cutting rates and 
implementing a backdoor QE program, 
through its backstopping of repo (short-term 
borrowing) markets.

But it is naive to think that policymakers 
would simply allow a wave of “creative 
destruction” that liquidates every zombie 
firm, bank, and sovereign entity. They 
will be under intense political pressure to 
prevent a full-scale depression and the onset 
of deflation. If anything, then, another 
downturn will invite even more “crazy” and 
unconventional policies than what we’ve seen 
thus far.

In fact, views from across the ideological 
spectrum are converging on the notion that 
a semi-permanent monetization of larger 
fiscal deficits will be unavoidable – and even 
desirable – in the next downturn. Left-wing 
proponents of so-called Modern Monetary 
Theory argue that larger permanent fiscal 
deficits are sustainable when monetized 
during periods of economic slack, because 
there is no risk of runaway inflation.

Following this logic, in the U.K., the Labour 
Party has proposed a “People’s QE,” whereby 
the central bank would print money to 
finance direct fiscal transfers to households – 
rather than to bankers and investors. Others, 
including mainstream economists such as 
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Adair Turner, the former chairman of the 
U.K.Financial Services Authority, have called 
for “helicopter drops”: direct cash transfers 
to consumers through central-bank-financed 
fiscal deficits. Still others, such as former Fed 
Vice Chair Stanley Fischer and his colleagues 
at BlackRock, have proposed a “standing 
emergency fiscal facility,” which would allow 
the central bank to finance large fiscal deficits 
in the event of a deep recession.

Despite differences in terminology, all of these 
proposals are variants of the same idea: large 
fiscal deficits monetized by central banks 
should be used to stimulate aggregate demand 
in the event of the next slump. To understand 
what this future might look like, we need 
only look to Japan, where the central bank is 
effectively financing the country’s large fiscal 
deficits and monetizing its high debt-to-GDP 
ratio by maintaining a negative policy rate, 
conducing large-scale QE, and pursuing a 
ten-year government bond yield target of 
0.2%.

Will such policies actually be effective in 
stopping and reversing the next slump? In 
the case of the 2008 financial crisis, which 
was triggered by a negative aggregate demand 
shock and a credit crunch on illiquid but 
solvent agents, massive monetary and fiscal 
stimulus and private-sector bailouts made 
sense. But what if the next recession is 
triggered by a permanent negative supply 
shock that produces stagflation (slower 
growth and rising inflation)? That, after all, is 
the risk posed by a decoupling of U.S.-China 
trade, Brexit, or persistent upward pressure on 
oil prices.

Fiscal and monetary loosening is not an 

In short, a semi-permanent monetization 
of fiscal deficits in the event of another 
downturn may or may not be the appropriate 
policy response. It all depends on the nature 
of the shock. But, because policymakers will 
be pressured to do something, “crazy” policy 
responses will become a foregone conclusion. 
The question is whether they will do more 
harm than good over the long term.

© Project Syndicate

appropriate response to a permanent supply 
shock. Policy easing in response to the oil 
shocks of the 1970s resulted in double-digit 
inflation and a sharp, risky increase in public 
debt. Moreover, if a downturn renders some 
corporations, banks, or sovereign entities 
insolvent – not just illiquid – it makes no 
sense to keep them alive. In these cases, a bail-
in of creditors (debt restructuring and write-
offs) is more appropriate than a “zombifying” 
bailout.

Nouriel Roubini, Professor of 
Economics at New York University's 
Stern School of Business and CEO 
of Roubini Macro Associates, was 
Senior Economist for International 
Affairs in the White House's Council of 
Economic Advisers during the Clinton 
Administration. He has worked for the 
International Monetary Fund, the U.S. 
Federal Reserve, and the World Bank.

Fiscal and monetary 
loosening is not an 

appropriate response to a 
permanent supply shock.

https://www.project-syndicate.org/
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Eric Wade is waiting at the Las Vegas resort 
when I arrive – sitting at a table with his wife 
of 28 years, Ana Montoya-Wade. 

He’s shorter than you might expect from his 
appearances on stage and television. But his salt-
and-pepper hair, one strand escaping over his 
eye, combines with an unbuttoned white shirt 
and a light jacket to give him a rakish look. 

He confides later that he cuts his own hair. 
He has a twin brother... whom he shot. He’s 
written a dozen feature movie scripts and even 
sold one to Adam Sandler. He spent years at 
Merrill Lynch and held Series 3, 6, 7, 63, and 
65 licenses, ran an advertising firm in Laguna 
Beach, and owned a live music venue in the 
shadow of Paramount Studios.

Wade was in Vegas at an investment 
conference to give his perspective as an early 
bitcoin pioneer... and to share what’s next for 
it and other cryptocurrencies.

But as we talked, it became clear that his 
enthusiasm for bitcoin was only his latest 
adventure in a long, long line of firsts...

MILLION-DOLLAR NICKNAME

Wade’s first brush with fame was in the mid-
1990s. 

At the time, he was a financial manager with 
Merrill Lynch, the largest retail brokerage in 
America. Despite calling Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, home, he went by the nickname 
“Wall Street” – and with the advent of the 
Internet, he needed a good e-mail address. So 
he and a friend plunked down $7 to register 
the domain wallstreet.com...

“Sometimes when you see a good 
opportunity, you don’t buy it having fully 
recognized all of the values it will eventually 
turn into, right? At the time that we bought 

By Steven Longenecker

42 November 2019

ON BEING FIRST...
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In 1999, Wade became the first seller of a 
domain name for more than $1 million. 

He received press ranging from the Wall 
Street Journal, Wired, and PC Magazine. His 
prediction at the time in the Washington 
Post looks prescient now... “This is only the 
beginning,” he said. “These dot-com names 
are the Rodeo Drive and Fifth Avenue 
addresses of our industry. Once they are gone, 
they can’t be replaced.”

The book The Domain Game: How People Get 
Rich From Internet Domain Names put it this 
way:

[WallStreet.com] was an ideal name 
for many different businesses, from an 
investment bank to a financial news 
outlet. And it drew a lot of traffic. 
“Between 4,000 and 17,000 people a 
day would just type ‘Wall Street’ into 
their browser,” Wade said. “We called it 
background noise. People were just typing 

wallstreet.com, it was solving a problem 
– I needed a good e-mail address. And I 
immediately went from this horrible AOL 
address to eric@wallstreet.com.” 

But like cryptocurrency, being early was an 
incredible opportunity. “We started getting 
e-mails, people saying, ‘Hey, I’ll buy that from 
you.’ And the value of it just mushroomed 
after that.”

Of course, not every early venture is a 
success...

THE ONLY PLANE IN THE SKY

It was September 13, 2001. A plume of gray 
smoke and dust still rose from the Twin 
Towers. And Wade was flying in the only 
plane in the sky.

All other civilian air traffic in the U.S. had 
been grounded – a precaution against further 
terrorist hijackings – but the Federal Aviation 
Administration had authorized this one flight 
from Albuquerque to New York. On board 
was a rescue team that hoped it could help 
find bodies underneath the World Trade 
Center rubble. 

Wade was a former stockbroker, an investor, 
and entrepreneur. He didn’t have rescue 
experience. But some months prior to the 
September 11 tragedy, a filmmaker friend 

it in to see what would happen.” Wade’s 
wife, Ana Montoya-Wade, likened the 
domain to the “most prime beachfront 
property on the Internet.”

As Wade points out, though, “The only way 
we got $1 million for wallstreet.com is we 
said no to $60,000, we said no to $250,000, 
we said no to $500,0000. And then, at $1 
million you say, ‘OK, that’s it – we’ll take it.’”

AGAIN AND AGAIN

https://americanconsequences.com/
www.americanconsequences.com
https://americanconsequences.com/
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The invention was meant to be a “dog in a 
box” of sorts... replacing a dog’s incredible 
sense of smell with a package that could be 
quickly shipped in quantity to disasters around 
the world – like rural India or Asia – where it 
would be difficult to get trained dogs.

But soon, they realized the box couldn’t hit 
the same level of accuracy as a dog. “The 
minute you realize that, there’s nothing that 
we can do here. Let me just get a shovel or 
something – help any way I can,” says Wade.

“We were shoulder-to-shoulder with the 
crews who were trying to dig stuff out – but 
there was also so much death all around,” 
Wade says. “And you’re looking at the firemen 
that risked their lives, the police, and the 
nurses... And in some respect, there was 
almost nobody to help. And then you leave 
the site and there are throngs of New Yorkers 
who are aching for something to appreciate. 
And they’re appreciating you for being there, 

had reached out about a documentary about 
rescuing people after disasters hit. And in late 
August, a group attached to the documentary 
approached Wade with a new machine that 
could help find bodies. 

The timing seemed serendipitous. As Wade 
said, “9/11 hit – within a few days of looking 
at the investment. And so they said, ‘We’re 
going to Ground Zero with this box, to see 
whether we could help there.’”

TOO EARLY FOR BILLIONS

Failure is part of being first, explains Wade. 

Sometimes, the big wins only come because 
you say no to small wins along the way – like 
with the $1 million sale of wallstreet.com. 
Other times, being “early” isn’t enough, and a 
latecomer ends up with the gains.

In the dot-com heyday, Wade helped found 
a startup with a promising future. It was an 
early pioneer in Voice over Internet Protocol 
(“VoIP”) chat... the technology that today 
powers Skype, Google Talk, and the iPhone’s 
FaceTime.

and you’re like ‘I didn’t help,’ right? ‘I’m here, 
I’m trying to help, but I didn’t help.’”

“He was different when he got back,” his wife 
says. 

Wade nods. “It was this event in your 
development where you’re thinking ‘this 
is the solution’... and then it’s not. It was 
overwhelming,” says Wade. “It’s still very 
emotional for me. It’s heartbreaking.” 

If you missed buying bitcoin for $0.05...  
you could get a second chance

Crypto curriences are 
designed to outlast every 

other kind of money. 
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His wife gives him a hard time about its 
name... “Really Easy Internet.” 

“Intuitively, it sounded like it was a good 
solution... Let’s make something that’s hard, 
easy. But that wasn’t a selling point enough to 
overcome that the market wasn’t ready for it,” 
says Wade. The group raised $2.5 million in 
venture capital but shut down in 2001 when 
the dot-com boom turned into the dot-com 
bust. 

“The saddest part was that what we had 
invented was something that was just too 
early. It was a voice over Internet. And 
eventually it became something like Skype, 
but we were too early, when nobody cared.”

Skype was founded a few years later. It 
ultimately sold to Microsoft in 2011 for $8.5 
billion. 

That’s around when Wade was discovering 
his next major opportunity, at a stage when 
almost no one could have guessed just how 
big it would get...

EVERY TRANSACTION EVER

In January 2009, the Bitcoin network got 
its start when Satoshi Nakamoto created the 
first “genesis block.” Today, there are just 
over 18 million bitcoins in circulation... all 
of them initially mined by individuals and 
companies... and most of them mined by 
those who realized the opportunity early, like 
Wade.

“I grew up surrounded by the secrecy of a 
national nuclear weapons lab in Los Alamos, 
New Mexico. I liked cryptography and 

It could be something 
irresistible... an app or a 

service that’s right  
around the corner.

A Wired story titled “The Rise and Fall of 
Bitcoin” in November 2011 seemed to put 
the nail in the bitcoin coffin before it had 
even begun. The price of bitcoin had only 
reached parity with the U.S. dollar earlier that 
year. But still, there was a note of hope... 

“You could say it’s following Gartner’s 
Hype Cycle,” London-based core 
developer Amir Taaki says, referring to 
a theoretical technology-adoption-and-
maturation curve that begins with a 
“technology trigger,” ascends to a “peak 
of inflated expectations,” collapses into 
a “trough of disillusionment,” and then 
climbs a “slope of enlightenment” until 
reaching a “plateau of productivity.” By 
this theory, bitcoin is clambering out of the 
trough, as people learn to value the infallible 
code and discard the human drama and wild 
fluctuations that surround it.

The earliest miners could receive 50 bitcoins 
for each block they mined. That was halved in 
2012... and halved again in 2016. Mining is 
essentially a way of using computing power to  

private-key/public-key encryption for a long 
time, so I may have stumbled backward onto 
bitcoin,” Wade says. “My first feel of it was, 
‘This is challenging. This is really hard.’ There 
wasn’t any way to double-click the logo and 
it’ll install itself or something like that. You 
had to build it yourself.” 



lock down bitcoin transactions, with a reward 
of a chance at receiving a “block” in the chain.

“I remember the first time I downloaded the 
blockchain. It took hours. And now it takes 
days, because it’s so big. And I remember 
looking at it and thinking, ‘What the hell 
have I gotten myself into?’”

Wade declines to say how much bitcoin he 
mined, but in 2011 to 2012, it was possible 
to mine 100 to 250 bitcoins in a few days 
with a regular home personal computer... 
worth between $75,000 and $200,000 today.

But the monetary reward was at a secondary 
level. “You have that eye-opening moment 
of, ‘Wait a minute, I’m downloading every 
transaction ever.’ That’s the value of the 
blockchain,” says Wade. “I think that’s 
probably why some of the early adopters 
of this just have it in their DNA now. It’s 
because we had to go through that learning 
stage of why it’s important that it’s built that 
way.”

As Don and Alex Tapscott put it in their 
book, Blockchain Revolution: How the 
Technology Behind Bitcoin Is Changing Money, 
Business, and the World...

Imagine a technology that could preserve 
our freedom to choose for ourselves and 
our families, to express these choices 
in the world, and to control our own 
destiny, no matter where we lived or 
were born. What new tools and new jobs 
could we create with those capabilities? 
What new business and services? How 
should we think about the opportunities? 
The answers were right in front of us, 
compliments of Satoshi Nakamoto. 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR CRYPTO?

Wade is watching three macro waves for 
cryptocurrency...

1. The first wave is simply overcoming 
new difficulties in buying and selling 
tokens. Many exchanges are now limiting the 
ability of Americans to access them, thanks 
to new federal regulations. Wade wrote us a 
“Crypto Dark Age” article in the August issue 
of American Consequences...

Exchanges must now balance two 
opposing forces: the need to make money 
and attract customers, and the need to 
avoid regulatory trouble with the SEC. It’s 
a balance between risk and reward.

Playing it safe by only listing a handful 
of cryptos makes it hard to attract new 
customers. But listing a questionable 
crypto – and attracting new customers 
– could get an exchange in trouble with 
the SEC. So many popular exchanges are 
choosing to limit the cryptos they offer.

However, the good news here is that bitcoin 
will likely be king... It’s the oldest and the 
original cryptocurrency. And it’s not in 
jeopardy of being removed from exchanges.

“Bitcoin, you should think of it as buy 
and hold forever. There may be some 
macro times that you can take advantage 
of price irrationalities,” says Wade. “You 
still have to have the common sense. If I 
woke up tomorrow and bitcoin was $1, 
that’s irrationally low, and I would buy the 
daylights out of it. And likewise, if I woke 
up tomorrow and it went from $8,000 to 
$100,000, I would say that’s irrationally high. 
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But the U.S. dollar has lost 95% of its value 
since 1913. And it’s lost 60% of its value 
since 1984. Money creation since 2008 alone, 
Wade says, makes the parabolic move of the 
prior several decades look insignificant. 

On the other hand, bitcoin had no value 
for the first year and a half of its existence. 
Since then, its price has gone “up and to the 
right”... with some ups and downs along the 
way. (See bottom chart.)

And because of the way it’s built, bitcoin is 
guaranteed to have low inflation – only a 
small percentage of coins can continue to be 
mined as time goes on.

“Cryptocurrencies are ‘retraining our brains,’” 
says Wade. “It’s showing that saving beats 
spending... and it’s detaching money from 
government control.”

Wade mentions that he recently wrote a 
movie script about time travel... and how the 
travelers can plan for an unknown future for 
what money will be worth. 

“It’s now being read by the producers of 
Designated Survivor, the producer of Vampire 

I’d sell at least a piece of it, and then try to 
buy it back later.”

2. Next, the crypto world needs better 
products – social media, storing things, or 
tokenizing real-world assets. Think about 
fairly mundane activities – like streamlining 
transactions, improving databases, or keeping 
records. Or it could be something irresistible... an 
app or a service that’s right around the corner.

Wade likes to “own technology that 
companies who don’t want to build their own 
technology will need” – comparing them with  
owning the railroads, steel mills, and refineries 
as the U.S. was industrializing.

3. And finally, the third wave is broad 
adoption. That’s when real participants 
realize that a crypto token solves a real 
problem that they have – like the wallstreet.
com domain did for Wade as an e-mail 
address. That domain, of course, ended up 
being worth $1 million. 

So could we ultimately see a single bitcoin 
valued at $1 million?

WE’RE ALL TIME TRAVELERS

If you’re an average American looking to 
save for retirement, you have to protect your 
savings for upward of 50 years.
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Diaries and Justin Lin’s (director of Fast & 
Furious) production company. The point 
being that cryptocurrencies are designed to 
outlast every other kind of money.”

After all, in the long view, an unlimited 
supply of inflationary dollars will be chasing 
a limited supply of bitcoin. And Wade 
expects that bitcoin will outlast every other 
government-printed currency.

So a $1 million price level for bitcoin isn’t just 
possible... it’s inevitable, according to Wade. 

And if he’s right, it would only be one of 
many “firsts” that he’s been at the forefront of.

HOW TO GET  
‘HILARIOUSLY RICH’

For a while, it seemed easy to get ridiculously, 
outrageously wealthy with cryptocurrency. 
The New York Times published an article in 
January 2018 titled, “Everyone Is Getting 
Hilariously Rich and You’re Not.” 

The wealth is intoxicating news, feverish 
because it seems so random. Investors 
trying to grok the landscape compare it 
to the dot-com bubble of the late 1990s, 
when valuations soared and it was hard to 
separate the Amazons and Googles from 
the Pets.coms and eToys.

Of course, the 2017 to 2018 extremes didn’t 
last. But as the Times pointed out... amid the 
dot-com bubble fever and insane valuations 
were also some of the most innovative 
businesses in the world – which are now some 
of today’s most valuable companies. 

Is that true for bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, and 

the underlying blockchain technology today? 

Wade says absolutely. “Volatility’s high. The 
market’s going to have to pass $1 trillion in 
market cap – and right now it’s around $200 
billion – before the volatility gets lower... 
That’s when people will start thinking of it as 
growing into its next phase.”

Today there are about 5,000 cryptos out 
there, according to Wade. He likes “maybe 
about 30 of them.” He’s recommended a 
few dozen to his readers – and his top gain 
this year is a 1,320% closed trade... despite a 
lackluster market for cryptos in general.

So while he sees big opportunity... there is 
also risk for folks who don’t understand the 
market. 

To help fix that, Wade ends our conversation 
with a tease for his next big venture... 

On November 20, he’s sitting down with 
12-term U.S. Congressman Dr. Ron Paul to 
explain a token that’s currently trading for less 
than ONE PENNY right now. Wade predicts 
it will soon become the “reserve currency” of 
every company that joins the blockchain.

Wade calls it “The Master Token.” 

And if he gets this “first” right, it could be the 
dream solution that America needs to finally 
escape the fiat currency system.

Wade has an invitation for you, too: If 
you’re interested in the 2020 event that will 
set off the next crypto boom... and want to 
know why this “Master Token” could soon 
become the most talked-about investment in 
America... click here to learn more.
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“Blockchain” is one of those words 
that has the power to confuse even 
the smartest people.

And the media hasn’t been at all helpful 
explaining how this technology actually works.

For starters, blockchain is the technology 
behind cryptocurrencies like bitcoin.

The Bitcoin blockchain allows us to transfer 
bitcoin person to person (or “peer-to-peer”) 
without any intermediary. When I transfer 

U.S. dollars to you, we either have to do it 
in person – with me handing you cash – or 
through the banking system, which involves 
me telling my bank to send money to your 
bank account.

(Bitcoin with a capital “B” refers to the 
blockchain, whereas bitcoin with a lowercase 
“b” refers to the cryptocurrency.)

But how does this actually work?

A good analogy is to think of the Bitcoin 
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Eric Wade Explains How to 

blockchain as a giant Excel spreadsheet that 
shows the complete transaction history and 
location of every bitcoin.

Every 10 minutes, the spreadsheet gets 
updated as an additional “block” of new 
transactions is permanently added to the 
spreadsheet.

Everyone can have their own copy of the 
spreadsheet. It’s completely transparent.

Let’s say Jim sends one bitcoin to Sally. When 

the transaction is processed by the bitcoin 
network, the spreadsheet is updated. Jim’s 
balance is decreased by one bitcoin, and 
Sally’s is credited one.

But who updates the spreadsheet? And how 
do we stop people from trying to make false 
updates to the spreadsheet? What prevents 
someone from awarding themselves more 
bitcoin or trying to “double spend” the 
bitcoin by sending it to two different people 
at the same time?

In Less Than Four Minutes

BECOME A 
BLOCKCHAIN 

EXPERT


CLICK 
HERE 
TO READ  
THE WEB 
VERSION

https://americanconsequences.com/become-a-blockchain-expert/
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spreadsheet, but how do they keep the 
spreadsheet synchronized between them all? 
This is the key, considering the number of 
people who can run their own full node isn’t 
limited. (See the figure above.)

Let’s go back to Jim and Sally...

Jim wants to send one bitcoin to Sally.

Sally creates a bitcoin wallet. Anyone can 
create one in a couple of minutes. When you 
create your wallet, two pieces of information 
are created for you...

One is your “public key,” which is also known 
as a public address, or your bitcoin address. 
It’s a string of numbers and letters. Think of it 
like an account username.

The other is your “private key,” which is 
effectively your bitcoin password, and 
you need to keep it safe. If you lose it, it 
means you lose access to your bitcoin. (No 
centralized entity exists that can recover 
your password for you. It isn’t like if you 
forget your Facebook password and you have 

All of that is the job of participants on the 
network called “nodes,” which are also known 
as miners. Nodes are the computers or large 
computer systems that support the Bitcoin 
network and keep it running smoothly. 
Nodes are run by individuals or groups 
of people who contribute money toward 
buying powerful computer systems, known as 
“mining rigs.”

Two types of nodes exist – full nodes and 
lightweight nodes.

Full nodes keep a complete copy of the 
blockchain ledger (i.e., the giant Excel 
spreadsheet). This is a record of every single 
transaction that has ever occurred. This is 
currently more than 225 gigabytes in size.

Lightweight nodes, on the other hand, only 
download a fraction of the blockchain. 
Lightweight nodes are used by most folks as 
a “bitcoin wallet” for bitcoin transactions. A 
lightweight node will communicate to a full 
node when it wants to transact.

So the full nodes (or miners) run the 

BECOME A 
BLOCKCHAIN 
EXPERT  
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e-mailed instructions sent to you to reset it.) 
More important, if someone else gets your 
private key, they can take your bitcoin.

Sally tells Jim her public key. Jim opens his 
bitcoin wallet, puts in the instruction to send 
one bitcoin to Sally’s public address, enters 
in his private key (password) to authorize the 
transaction, and hits send. 

After a few minutes, Sally checks her wallet 
again and sees she now has a bitcoin in her 
wallet. But what’s happening behind the 
scenes?

First, the network (in this case, a lightweight 
node) makes a quick check of the proposed 

transaction. It checks to see that Jim has 
enough bitcoin in his account. And it checks 
if the address Sally provided is a valid bitcoin 
address.

After the transaction passes those two tests, 
the transaction gets bundled together by 
miners with other pending transactions into 
a “block.” (See the figure below.) The goal of 
the miners is to verify the block, and add it to 
the blockchain (i.e., update the spreadsheet).

How does a miner get to add a block to the 
blockchain? This is where brute-force mining 
comes into play. To understand this, we need 
to touch upon “hashes”...
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bitcoin wallet and gives 

Jim her public key

JIM
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starts with a specific number of zeroes. They 
will keep trying different nonces until they get 
the necessary hash value. This trial-and-error 
computation is shown in Step 1 and Step 2 in 
the diagram on the next page...

All the miners are in a race to find the correct 
hash value. This is because the miner who 
finds it (Step 3) will broadcast the correct 
solution to the network (Step 4), which will 
verify it is correct.

The new block then gets added to the 
blockchain (Step 5), and the winning miner 
gets awarded 12.5 bitcoin by the blockchain 
for his success. (The miner who successfully 
finds the block also receives all of the fees 
from bitcoin transactions that were included 
in that block.)

Sally’s bitcoin transaction is now recorded in 
the blockchain. Sally’s bitcoin wallet is now 
credited a bitcoin, and Jim’s is debited one.

The mining process then starts over again, 
with a whole new bunch of transactions 
bundled into a new block, and the miners all 
compete again to find the correct hash value.

In the media, bitcoin tends to dominate the 
headlines when it comes to cryptocurrencies. 
But Bitcoin itself is just the beginning for 
blockchain.

Bitcoin’s success has shown the world it is 
possible for independent and fragmented 
entities (miners) to enable strangers to exchange 
value with no need for an intermediary. And 
it can be done in a completely transparent, 
verifiable, and open way.

When miners are given a block of transactions 
to try and add to the blockchain, they are 
using a hash function to try and solve a 
cryptographic puzzle.

The miners take the new block with all the 
transactions in it, combine it with a randomly 
generated string of numbers (called a 
“nonce”), put it through a hash function, and 
then get a particular hash value.

The miners are trying to find a hash value that 

A “hash value” is a series of numbers and 
letters strung together that looks something 
like this: 1gwv7fpx97hmavc6inru 
z36j5h2kfi803jnhg. A hash value is generated 
by pushing data through a mathematical 
formula called a “hash function.”

Another way to think of this is like the 
ingredients for a smoothie and a blender. 
You take your ingredients (your data), put it 
through a blender (the hash function), and 
you get your smoothie (the hash value).

Hashing is a one-way process. When you give 
me a hash value, I can’t turn it back into its 
original input data, in the same way I can’t turn 
my smoothie back into its original ingredients.
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+ NONCE 1

00jgkwt1gwv7ff...
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Try another nonce

+ NONCE 2

0002wfdfertv5...
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Try another nonce

+ NONCE 3

00000000rtgs...

SUCCESS!

Broadcast your solution 
to the other miners!
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My company, BitInstant, was one 
of the first and largest companies 
in the bitcoin space from 2011 

to 2014. We handled 30% of all the global 
bitcoin transaction volume.

But then came the bitcoin bubble in 2012-
2013... the first real bubble that put bitcoin 
on the map... when the price went from $100 
to $1,200 and then crashed back down over 
the next few months to $200.

And that was around the time that the U.S. 
government started giving bitcoin some 
attention and clarified that anyone who 
operates a bitcoin company needs the same 

money-transmitter licenses that companies 
like PayPal and Western Union have. All these 
other companies that operate in the financial 
services sector need these transmitter licenses 
because now they consider bitcoin to be a 
store of value.

And so my lawyer sent me a letter saying, 
“We can’t represent you anymore, you need to 
shut down.” It was a hard thing to do, but we 
shut down.

Six months later, in January 2014, I was 
giving a talk in Amsterdam. And as I was 
in passport control coming home, someone 
walked up to me and said, “Hi, I’m an agent 
from the FBI. And these are the other agents. 
You’re being arrested for money laundering.”

I was arrested. I served a year under house 
arrest. Eventually, I called my lawyer and said, 
“Let’s make a deal.” So I pled guilty to aiding 
and abetting the operation of an unlicensed 
money transmitting business. And for that, I 
served 18 months in federal prison, and I had 
three years of probation...

It’s a six-year saga that just ended last month.

And it’s been a crazy six years for bitcoin, too. 
Bitcoin has really grown. We saw a massive 
bubble where the price went to $20,000, 
crashed back down to $4,000, and is now 
trading for around $9,000.

But I saw something really interesting in 
prison...

There’s no currency in prison. There’s no 
money. There’s no way to transact.

There’s a commissary. You can go every 

Charlie Shrem is a bitcoin pioneer 
and host of the Untold Stories 
podcast...

In 2011 at the dawn of the crypto era, 
Charlie founded BitInstant, the first 
and largest bitcoin company. In 2013, 
he founded The Bitcoin Foundation 
and served as its vice chairman.

Since then, Charlie has advised 
more than a dozen digital currency 
companies, launched and managed 
numerous partnerships between 
crypto and non-crypto companies, 
and is the go-to guy for some of the 
world’s wealthiest entrepreneurs. 
He recently started Crypto.IQ, the 
premier advisory firm providing 
expert research, education, and 
advice in the world of crypto assets.
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1 MACK 1 SODATuesday. Your family or friends can wire 
money to the prison and it goes on your 
“books”... but you can never have more than 
$360 on your books at any given time. And 
you can also never spend more than $360 a 
month.

So it doesn’t matter whether you’re poor or a 
billionaire on the outside. It’s communism on 
the inside. Everyone is the same. And if you 
don’t have anyone on the outside to send you 
money, you can work.

I actually had a really good job. I drove a 
snowplow and a streetsweeper every day, and 
I got paid $50 a month... which was a good 
wage in prison.

One day – it might have been a Friday – I 
was sitting in my cell on my bunk, and it 
wasn’t a commissary day. And it was kind of 
well-known that if you wanted to transact 
with someone, you had these stores. You had 
inmates who ran these little Walmarts out 
of their cells where you could buy stuff not 
on commissary day for a premium. And of 
course, in the absence of sound money and a 
fair market, a black market will emerge...

Just look at Argentina, North Korea, and even 
China. Even during World War II all over 
Europe, black markets emerged in the absence 
of a sound economy.

So what was money?

There were no physical bills. If you were 
caught with even a nickel, you’d get sent to 
the “hole.” And trust me, you don’t want to 
go to the hole because you never come back.

So what did people transact with?

A CAN IN  
THE CAN

1 M
A
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K
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O
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I didn’t understand this.  
You had an alternative 
currency system that 
had no utility. No actual 
real use. But it was still 
considered money because 
everyone agreed that  

it had value.  
And this was insane...

Money was single-use packets of mackerel in 
soybean oil that cost $1.50 in the commissary.

Do you ever go to the supermarket, and buy 
the single-use packets of tuna fish? It’s just 
like that, but with more of a well-bodied fish 
instead of the mushiness of tuna.

So if I wanted to get a haircut, it would cost 
three “macks” – three mackerels.

Now why was mackerel valuable?

These mackerel packets are about the size 
of your cellphone, and they were stackable. 
So they’re easy to store. People had their life 
savings in these mackerel packets.

And everyone in prison works out. These 
mackerel packets were the best source of 
protein in prison. So it was sound money 
because everyone agreed that it had value. 
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Everyone ate it.

There was also a finite supply. Mackerel 
cannot be debased in prison. There was no 
federal reserve of mackerel that was printing 
mackerel on demand. There were 500 inmates 
in my compound. Every inmate could only go 
to commissary once a week. And they could 
only buy up to 14 mackerel per week.

So the total amount of mackerel in circulation 
was a maximum of 364,000 a year.

And mackerel gets eaten. So you have 
mackerel that gets taken out of circulation. 
There’s not just an infinite supply coming into 
the system – it’s also going out.

So I’m sitting in my cell. And I really want 
a cold Dr. Pepper. So I go downstairs. And I 
ask Jose, “Can I get a Dr. Pepper?” He says, 
“Sure, that’ll be one mack, or two money 
macks.”

And I say “What the hell is a money mack?”

And he goes, “I’ll show you.” He hands me 
a six-year-old expired mackerel. When you 
feel the soybean oil, you don’t even feel the 
mackerel anymore. It’s disintegrated inside the 
bag. It’s completely inedible.

“So you’re telling me that if I give you two 
of these horrible, expired mackerels that you 
can’t even eat, you’ll give me a soda?” He says, 
“Yeah, it’s money.”

I didn’t understand this. You had an 
alternative currency system that had no 
utility. No actual real use. But it was still 
considered money because everyone agreed 
that it had value. And this was insane.

I was thinking about this for so long, and it 
did kind of make sense. You had inmates in 
there for 30 years who had mackerel that they 
could eat, and over time it expired but they 
still wanted to use it as money, and all the 
other properties of mackerel still existed.

Then one day, I see a lot of commotion in the 
cafeteria. There was an inmate who had been 
in jail for 26 years or so. And he had his life 
savings of hundreds – maybe even thousands 
– of money macks in his locker. This was 
his savings. When he got released, he would 
have been able to sell it to someone and then 
that person’s family would have wired him 
payment. This was real money. But he got 
sent to the hole or something – no one was 
sure what happened.

And for some reason, the administration 
emptied out his locker. They took his expired 
mackerel, put it in a big mail bin, and set it 
out in the hallway for anyone who wanted 
them.

All of a sudden, people’s life savings were 
wiped out overnight... The government debased 
the mackerel.
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Charlie’s tale is a good one for 
anyone interested in sound 
money, economics, and the 
future of currency. Anything can 
be money if it’s accepted by two 
parties. Even small packets of fish... 
Cryptocurrencies have been used 
for some time as an exchange of 
value... and one that the government 
can’t debase. As that trend 
continues, adoption will rise.
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is the  
MOTHER  
OF ALL  

BUBBLES  
about to pop?



hen the New York Federal Reserve 
began pumping billions of dollars a 

day into the repurchasing – or “repo” 
– markets (the market banks use to make 
short-term loans to each other) in September, 
they said this would only be necessary for a few 
weeks. Yet, last week, almost two months after 
the Fed’s initial intervention, the New York 
Federal Reserve pumped $62.5 billion into the 
repo market.

The New York Fed continues these emergency 
interventions to ensure “cash shortages” 
among banks don’t ever again cause interest 
rates for overnight loans to rise to over 10%, 
well above the Fed’s target rate.

The Federal Reserve’s bailout operations 
have increased its balance sheet by over $200 
billion since September. Investment advisor 
Michael Pento describes the Fed’s recent 
actions as “QE [quantitative easing] on 
steroids.”

One cause of the repo market’s sudden 
cash shortage was the large amount of 
debt instruments issued by the Treasury 
Department in late summer and early fall. 
Banks used resources they would normally 
devote to private sector lending and overnight 

Dr. Ron Paul

is the  
MOTHER  
OF ALL  

BUBBLES  
about to pop?

loans to purchase these Treasury securities. 
This scenario will likely keep recurring as the 
Treasury Department will have to continue 
issuing new debt instruments to finance 
continuing increases in government spending.

Even though the federal deficit is already over 
$1 trillion (and growing), President Donald 
Trump and Congress have no interest in 
cutting spending, especially in an election 
year. Should he win reelection, President 
Trump is unlikely to reverse course and 
champion fiscal restraint. Instead, he will 
likely take his victory as a sign that the people 
support big federal budgets and huge deficits. 
None of the leading Democratic candidates 
are even pretending to care about the deficit. 
Instead they are proposing to increase 
spending by trillions on new government 
programs.
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The only way to avoid  
this is for those of us who 
know the truth to spread 

the message of, and  
grow the movement for, 

peace, free markets, 
limited government, and 

sound money.
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Congress will not cut spending until either a 
critical mass of Americans demand they do 
so, or there is a major economic crisis. In the 
event of a crisis, Congress will try to avoid 
directly cutting spending, instead letting 
the Federal Reserve do its dirty work via 
currency depreciation. This will deepen the 
crisis and increase support for authoritarian 
demagogues. The only way to avoid this is 
for those of us who know the truth to spread 
the message of, and grow the movement for, 
peace, free markets, limited government, and 
sound money.

This article originally appeared at the Ron 
Paul Institute for Peace and Prosperity. 
Copyright © 2019 by Ron Paul Institute.

Joseph Zidle, a strategist with the Blackstone 
investment firm, has called the government –  
or “sovereign” – debt bubble the “mother of 
all bubbles.” When the sovereign debt bubble 
inevitably busts, it will cause a meltdown 
bigger than the 2008 crash.

U.S. consumer debt – which includes 
credit cards, student loans, auto loans, and 
mortgages – now totals over $14 trillion. 
This massive government and private debts 
put tremendous pressure on the Federal 
Reserve to keep interest rates low or even to 
“experiment” with negative rates. But the Fed 
can only keep interest rates, which are the 
price of money, artificially low for so long 
without serious economic consequences.

According to Michael Pento, the Fed is 
panicking in an effort to prevent economic 
trouble much worse than occurred in 2008. 
“It’s not just QE,” says Pento, “it’s QE on 
steroids because everybody knows that 
this QE is permanent just like any banana 
republic would do, or has done in the past.”

CHECK OUT OUR LIBRARY OF PAST ISSUES. 
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Dr. Ron Paul is a former member of 
Congress and former presidential 
candidate. While in Washington, D.C., he 
was one of the few voices advocating 
for limited government, individual 
liberty, and sound fiscal principles. He is 
the author of the No. 1 New York Times 
bestselling books The Revolution: A 
Manifesto and End the Fed.
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Meet your next President

ADVERTORIAL 

The Female Obama 
You’ll never believe who one expert believes will 
become President in 2020

It’s someone even worse. It’s not 
Hillary… Elizabeth Warren… 
A.O.C. or even Michelle Obama.

And if  she wins, she’ll take away our 
freedoms and destroy our economy.

So if  you were put off by Hillary 
Clinton’s 2016 campaign… or 
couldn’t believe how popular Bernie 
Sanders’ socialist platform was – just 
wait.

This 2020 candidate will “out-
liberal” anything you’ve ever seen.

A new, incredibly powerful hidden 

force will practically guarantee that 
she wins.

And the steps she’ll take during 
her first 100 days in office will send 
our nation into one of  the worst 
financial crises in history… 
creating a nightmare for Baby 
Boomers.

Get the full story right here.

We’ve identified 3 initiatives that 
have already become the biggest 
talking point of  the next election. 

Find out why this is a problem
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A year from now, the United States 
will elect its next president. The 
stakes are high, and the outcome will 

reverberate across the world in a number of 
spheres, not least the economy. Yet, thus far, 
most discussions of candidates’ economic 
policy proposals have been based more on 
feelings or ideology than rigorous analysis.

ELECTING  
AMERICA'S  
ECONOMIC  

FUTURE
By Michael J. Boskin

Barring a major unforeseen catastrophe, U.S. 
economic performance will play a decisive 
role in the election. If the economy remains 
strong – unemployment is at a 50-year low 
for all workers, and its lowest-ever level for 
African-Americans and Hispanics – President 
Donald Trump stands a good chance of 
winning a second term.

Next year’s U.S. presidential election will have far-
reaching consequences, not least for the economy. 
Given the stakes of the outcome, rigorous analysis of 
the candidates’ sharply diverging – and often risky – 
policy platforms is urgently needed.

https://americanconsequences.com/electing-americas-economic-future/
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Yet downside risks are mounting. If they 
materialize, a Trump victory would become 
less likely. According to recent models by 
Moody’s Analytics, it would take a tanking 
economy – or unusually high voter turnout 
among Democrats, but not Republicans –  
for Trump to lose in 2020.

As center-left former Vice President 
Joe Biden, the early frontrunner for the 
Democratic Party nomination, loses 
ground to the far-left U.S. Senator from 
Massachusetts, Elizabeth Warren, Trump’s 
chances of success may be rising. Then again, 
in the 1980 election, the most conservative 
Republican candidate, Ronald Reagan (whom 
I advised), was also labeled unelectable.

If Trump does win a second term, he cannot 
always be expected to pursue traditionally 
conservative economic policies, such as his 
2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, which brought 
the U.S. corporate-tax rate in line with the 
OECD average. Judging by hints from him 
and his advisers, however, he can be expected 
to pursue another round of regulatory and tax 
reform.

Meanwhile, Democratic presidential 
candidates favor expanding the social safety 
net, beginning with health care. While some 
want to build on President Barack Obama’s 
2010 Affordable Care Act – which Trump and 
congressional Republicans failed to “repeal 
and replace” – others hope to eliminate 
private insurance, on which two-thirds of 
Americans depend.

In place of private health insurance, 
Democrats like Warren and Vermont 

Senator Bernie Sanders plan to introduce a 
government single-payer system. The costs 
would be staggering – over $30 trillion in 
the first decade, by some estimates. Sanders 
would raise taxes; Warren is trying to dodge 
saying so. Given the price tag, that would 
have to mean massive income or payroll tax 
hikes, or a Europe-style regressive value-added 
tax, any of which would fall heavily on the 
middle class and weaken economic incentives.

But that is not all: Democrats also plan to 
introduce expensive subsidies, tax breaks, 
direct spending, loan forgiveness, and other 
giveaways, insisting that these proposals can 
be funded largely by increasing taxes on the 
wealthiest Americans. Biden wants to double 
the capital gains tax; Warren would almost 
double the top marginal income-tax rate from 
37% to 70%, and both she and Sanders favor 
new wealth taxes, which even most Nordic 
countries have abolished. But their math does 
not add up, by at least an order of magnitude.

There is one area where Trump and the 
Democrats both want to spend more: 
infrastructure. Repairing and maintaining 
roads, ports, and airports is partly the federal 
government’s responsibility, but state, local, 
and private finance should be expanded. 
Neither Trump nor any of the Democratic 
candidates seeking to challenge him has put 
forward a serious plan. With neither party 
focused on fiscal responsibility, the growing, 
unfunded liabilities in Social Security and 
Medicare, several times the national debt, 
mean Americans will face far more damaging 
tax hikes or draconian spending cuts in the 
future.

ELECTING AMERICA'S 
ECONOMIC FUTURE
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Trump and his Democratic opponents 
diverge much more sharply on government 
regulation. Trump has made rolling back 
excessive Obama-era regulations a high 
priority. While courts have blocked some 
of his efforts, as they did to Obama, he has 
successfully weakened or repealed a number 
of measures on energy and the environment, 
health care, and finance that Republicans 
deemed too costly.

The Democratic candidates, especially 
Warren, hope to do just the opposite. Some 
favor stronger regulation and antitrust 
enforcement concerning Big Tech, while 
Sanders and Warren advocate breaking up the 
sector’s largest companies. All support the $10 
trillion Green New Deal, an economically, 
scientifically, and numerically illiterate 
program, or even more radical plans. A 
Democratic president could also be expected 
to tighten financial regulation, and potentially 
even introduce radical changes to corporate 
law.

On trade, Trump has placed a high priority 
on changing dynamics that he considers 
unfair. It is on these grounds that he 
negotiated a modest revision to the North 
American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA"), 
which awaits congressional approval, and 
introduced escalating tariffs on China.

But the trade war against China that 
Trump launched last year has become a 
drag on business investment, dampening 
the positive effects of his tax and regulatory 
reforms. Fortunately, the U.S. and China 
recently reached a temporary agreement 
forestalling further tariff hikes while a more 
comprehensive deal is negotiated. Although 

the Democrats have often criticized Trump’s 
approach, they are not proposing further 
trade liberalization.

A final question to consider when assessing 
the U.S. presidential candidates is whom each 
would appoint as the next chair of the U.S. 
Federal Reserve. Trump – who has repeatedly 
criticized current chair Jerome Powell for 
pursuing too little monetary-policy easing – 
would probably select a dovish candidate.

A left-leaning Democrat might do the same, 
given the left’s fascination with risky ideas 
that promote massive amounts of Fed-funded 
debt. Center-leftists – Biden, Amy Klobuchar, 
Pete Buttigieg – might reappoint Powell, who 
has done a good job, or select a moderate 
Democratic economist, such as former Fed 
Vice Chair Alan Blinder or former Treasury 
Secretary Larry Summers.

With so many candidates still on the field, 
investors and financial markets seem to be 
awaiting stronger signals about the political 
future and the considerable, but different, 
economic and financial risks that a victory by 
each would entail.

© Project Syndicate

Michael J. Boskin is Professor of 
Economics at Stanford University and 
Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution. 
He was Chairman of George H. W. 
Bush’s Council of Economic Advisers 
from 1989 to 1993 and headed the 
so-called Boskin Commission, a 
congressional advisory body that 
highlighted errors in official U.S. inflation 
estimates. 
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By Buck Sexton

resident Donald Trump has been 
embattled every day since his 2016 

election win.

There was never a honeymoon period when 
the media pretended to give him a chance. 
The Democrats made no head fake at 
bipartisan unity. From the beginning, Trump 
has had to govern while under a withering 
assault from the political establishment, the 
mainstream media, and every apparatus and 
institution of the Left.

Add to this, as we recently found out, a 
certain Twitter account operating under the 
name “Pierre Delecto”...

In case you missed it last month, the Internet 
went wild with the revelation that Mitt 
Romney – former 2012 GOP presidential 
candidate and current senator from Utah – 
had been lurking under the pseudonym Pierre 
Delecto on Twitter in order to anonymously 
engage in online political discussion without 
anyone knowing who he was.

It’s fair to question the wisdom of a man 
worth hundreds of millions of dollars with 
national name recognition spending his 
time taking anonymous shots at political 
opponents online from an account with mere 
hundreds of followers. The real Mitt Romney 
has 2 million followers on his verified Twitter 
account. So what’s with hiding behind a sock 
puppet social media account that sounds like 
it’s run by a Parisian mime?

There was never a  
honeymoon period when the 
media pretended to give him  
a chance. 

“

P It’s not rational... But Trump has that effect 
on people. Romney is a Republican who 
really, really doesn’t like the president. That 
alone may be the reason for his strange habit 
of engaging with a mere handful of strangers 
online to generally bash Trump and pump 
up his own name. And he’s not alone in this 
Trump derangement...

Last month also saw the return of the 
anonymous “Trump resistance” op-ed writer. 
Remember that fiasco? It all started with a 
column in the New York Times in the summer 
of 2018 about those senior officials who, like 
its author, actively thwart the president’s will.

Well, that guy (or is it a gal?) is back in the 
headlines, and apparently is about to drop a 
tell-all book on just how dysfunctional the 
Trump White House really is... (What could 
be worse than what has already been written? 
I guess we’ll see.)

There are further rumblings reported in 
multiple outlets – so far, all secondhand 
and anonymous – that some Republicans 
in Congress are just fed up with following 
behind the Trump parade bearing a shovel 
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The optics, as they say inside the Beltway, are 
not good.

So could the Republican party turn on 
President Trump in an election year because 
of the Ukraine investigation debacle?

Almost certainly not, unless a true bombshell 
drops that would actually merit impeachment 
and removal from office. Despite what the 
media is saying, we are a world away from 
that right now.

But it wouldn’t take many anti-Trump 
Republicans to do real damage to the 
president’s reelection prospects... And there 
are plenty of them. They may not go on 
record as supporting Democrats during the 
impeachment vote – or maybe they will.

Either way, some Republicans who miss the 
old order of things will be working against 
Trump out in public and behind the scenes. 
Just ask Romney.

Fifth columnist “Never Trumpers” will have 
plenty of opportunities to take their revenge 
against Trump between now, Trump’s looming 
impeachment, and Election Day. There’s 
plenty of reason to believe they will.

Perhaps Pierre Delecto will have the last laugh 
after all...

and a wastebasket. Sure, the polls show that 
Republican support for Trump is at 95%. But 
that’s among voters. It’s Congress running the 
impeachment show, and there is a real effort 
underway to get some GOP members to 
defect against Trump.

Is that really something the president should 
worry about? 

Up to this point, the conventional wisdom 
inside the Beltway has been that Trump 
could very well be impeached, but it would 
be an entirely party-line partisan vote in 
the House of Representatives. The Senate – 
where Republicans hold a narrow majority 
– is even safe ground for Trump, as a two-
thirds majority would be needed to remove 
the president from office after a House vote 
to impeach. It has been considered largely 
unthinkable that any GOP senators would 
make common cause with the Democrats to 
remove a sitting Republican president.

However, there’s a pressure campaign 
underway right now to change that. Many 
of the biggest newspapers and cable news 
channels are breathlessly reporting on the 
willingness of unnamed Republicans to turn 
on Trump. It all depends on what Congress 
learns about “Ukrainegate,” we’re told.

With each passing day, there are more 
“revelations” of selectively leaked information 
from the impeachment inquiry that U.S. 
Representative Adam Schiff is leading.

Supposedly damning information about the 
alleged “quid pro quo” of Trump’s Ukraine 
policy is being released in pieces to cause 
maximum damage to the president.

It wouldn’t take many anti-
Trump Republicans to do 
real damage to the president’s 
reelection prospects...  
And there are plenty of them. 

“
FINAL WORD
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always send an alert when the next issue is 
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Have a question that’s not answered here? 
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